
Educating the Rice engineer

- II. Produce a well-rounded graduate strong in the fundamentals
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Headlines announcing massive cutbacks in
the aerospace and related engineering industries,
beginning in 1970, have had a great impact on
the public image of engineering employment.
Caricatures of PhD's pumping gas in Seattle
and driving taxis in Huntsville, Ala., have influ-
enced many career decisions.
Over the last three years there has been a 25%

drop in engineering enrollments at universities
around the country, and the nation now faces a
serious shortage of engineering manpower in
the mid-1970's.

Contrary to the national trend, Rice admissions
in engineering have increased. Since 1968, ad-
missions have gone from 55 students per year to
the level of 180 to 185 that has characterised the
last three years.
Although the number of engineering applica-

tions has decreased (from 535 in 1970, 431 in 1971,
and 369 in 1972 to 276 in 1973) the reinstitution
of an admissions quota for engineers has put a
control on the number of engineers admitted and
an expanded recruitment program, made possible
by a grant from the Brown Foundation, has worked
toward increasing the quality of applicants.

Rice's first academic quota system was largely
departmental. In 1948 the Board of Trustees
changed the distribution to specify a certain
number of students entering under humanities,
engineering, science and architecture. Then, in
1958, the science and engineering quotas were
combined.This division was continued until
1968 when the science and engineering quotas
were separated again.
Under the 1958 system, said C. Sidney Burrus

'58, professor of electrical engineering, the
fluctuation in engineering majors from year to
year was too great and led to an inefficient use
of educational facilities."

Enrollments in some engineering disciplines
declined in the absence of a separate engineering
quota. "When the quotas were combined in 1958,"
said Nat Krahl '42, civil engineering chairman,
"many more students chose science than engi-
neering and enrollments — especially in civil —
went down."
"From 1958 to 1968," said Krahl, "electrical

engineering held its own while enrollments in
other engineering disciplines generally fell. Civil
had only three or four graduates per year during
the sixties; it now has sixteen seniors."
"The division by quota also helps maintain a

fairly even cost per student," said Bill Gordon,
dean of science and engineering. "Some of the
costs are fixed, whether you have 20 students or
200. You have the same number of tenured pro-
fessors, for example."
Today the Admissions Office tries to enroll a

freshman class that includes 26.7% in engineering,
33.3% in the sciences, 33.3% in humanities and
6.3% in architecture. Admissions figures show
that the quotas, although not binding, are ad-
hered to closely.
Not all views of the current quota system are

favorable. William Characklis, assistant professor
of environmental science and engineering, sees
the quota as a negative factor influencing the
overall growth of the engineering program. "The
system goes too far in perpetuating what has
gone before," he said. "It actually discourages
growth in some areas where there is a demand
for growth."

Franz R. Brotzen, professor of materials

science feels that trying to follow quotas
strictly, even when public interest in engineering
is down, has had a bad effect on student quality.
Asked whether the needs of society were con-

sidered in setting quotas, Gordon said that the
needs were too hard to define in academic terms.
Burrus added that "because Rice is so small, and
the relative output of students is inconsequential,
it isn't necessary to mold our program to meet
society's demands."

Brown grant aids undergraduate program
Perhaps the greatest overall boost to Rice

engineering has been the Brown Engineering
Development Grant. In 1968 the Brown Founda-
tion addressed the problem of declining engi-
neering enrollments by granting $4.5 million to
undergraduate engineering, the $160,000 yearly
income from which has improved and enlarged
the several engineering departments.

Restricted to aiding the undergraduate pro-
gram, the Brown Grant supplies money for
scholarships, recruiting trips, publications (in-
cluding Engineering at Rice, a magazine for pros-
pective students), and a movie which has just
been completed.
These efforts are aimed at increasing the num-

ber of freshmen engineers to 200 and the number
of baccalaureates awarded each year to 150,
while maintaining quality. (Charts showing the
growth of engineering departments based on
number of graduates over the past 25 years, ap-
pear on pages 8 and 9.)
The top third of the engineering students who

are offered admission each year are also offered
a Brown Scholarship of $250 or $500, based on
merit. "We have had a 75% admissions acceptance
rate in the last two years from the third who were
offered merit awards," said William W. Akers,
chairman of the Brown Committee and professor

of chemical engineering. "This compares with
about 30% acceptance for the rest of the blue
chip students."
The Merit Scholarships are re-evaluated each

year and the top fourth of each engineering class
receives support. Awards in the fifth year are for
$500.
Another portion of the Brown money goes to

support a self-help work program wherein stu-
dents are employed by the engineering depart-
ments.
According to a study prepared by Akers in

1973, only 11% of Rice's engineering students re-
ceive complete financial aid, which includes an
average of $2300 in grants and $800 in self-help
(a loan or a job). Another 19.8% receive $1000 or
less in grant money and an average of $600 in
self-help.
The rest, 69.2%, receive no Rice financial aid

based on need. One half of these did not file for
it; one half filed, but did not establish need.
Historically, the attrition rate in science and

engineering (from those students who either
drop out of school or change disciplines) has
been higher than in the humanities and social
sciences. Rice takes in about one third of its
students in the humanities, but graduates about
52% humanities 48% science and engineering.

Akers found in his survey that the University
loses about 25 out of every 100 students between
admission and graduation. Of the remaining 75,
if they specified engineering as freshmen, be-
tween 60 and 65 will graduate as engineers. The
rest will change to other disciplines.

Recruiting major activity under Brown Grant
Efforts in an expanded recruitment program

include the return of between 50 and 100 Rice
students to their high schools for a half day

Continued on page 8
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Reverberations

Borlase clarifies point about Fondren

I would like to express my appreciation for
Sallyport's interest in the Fondren Library,
as evidenced in your article in the April May
June issue. The article was uncommonly
good primarily because it was more genu-
inely informative and objective than most
articles that have appeared elsewhere and
because it considered the library in the
context of the entire University community
and not in isolation.
One passage (p.4, col. 1, paragraph 1),

however, might be expanded upon to avoid
controversy. The real issue here is that
Fondren's Graduate Addition was designed
to accommodate two more floors of book
stacks adjacent to the fourth floor, where
the Department of History is housed, and
the fifth floor where the library's repair
department and a few other operations are
housed. The date library space is filled to
capacity can be postponed three years only
with construction of two additional stack
levels; in this context, the removal of the
Department of History would be a compara-
tively temporary and marginal solution.
Nevertheless, the seven year figure (date
the collection will surpass the building's
capacity) is accurate.

I fear that I was not as articulate as I
might have been when we talked of this and
hope that you will not feel that this tarnishes
an otherwise excellent article. I do feel,
however, that Sallyport should be aware of
these facts should questions subsequently
arise.

Rodney R. Borlase
Collections Development Coordinator
Fondren Library

Erratum

In connection with the enclosed article
("Swimming scholar overcomes obstacles"),
please be advised that Bob Quin's name is
spelled with one "n". He was the son of Bishop
and Mrs. Clinton S. Quin, and my brother.

I enjoyed the write-up very much. As long
as my mother was living she kept me posted
on the winner of this award each year and

•••t always sent a congratulatory letter to the
recipient. I was happy to hear of John Allen's
character and career and wish him all the
best.

Dorothy Quin McWhirter
Uvalde, Tex.

Mark your calendar
for Homecoming

October 1973
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 Wriff/A

22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

Class reunions

1968 - Anyone interested in helping to plan
the reunion for this class, please call the Alumni
Office.

1963— A casual cocktail buffet will be held in the
foyer and patio of Sewall Hall after the football
game on Saturday night. Chairman: Kathleen
Much Murfin.

1958— Cocktail buffet at Cohen House after the
football game. Admission will be $5 in advance
and $6 at the door. Chairman:Temple Tucker

1953— Cocktails and dinner Friday from 8 to
midnight in the Grand Hall on campus. A special
program is being planned. Chairman: Maydelle
Exley Burkhalter

1948 — "Things were great in '48
and now will be in '73"
(Friday night, October 19th)

"Get your friends together for the silver soiree,
cocktails and dinner at the Faculty Club. More
information will follow — so don't throw away
any more literature from Rice." Chairman: Rod-
ney Quinby and Joe Reilly

1943— Cocktail buffet Friday night on campus.
Details later. Chairman: Catherine Coburn
Hannah

1938— Cocktail buffet Friday at 6:30 p.m. in
Baker College. Committee of 21

1933 — Reunion in Jones College Commons on
Friday night. Details later. Committee of five.

1928 — Anyone interested in helping to plan the
reunion for this class, please contact the Alumni
Office.

1923— Luncheon in Cohen House at noon on

Saturday. Committee of six

Golden R — The eight classes which have cele-
brated their 50th reunion are invited to a party
in the new Kyle Morrow Room of the Fondren
Library at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday. Admission is
$1.50, $2 after October 15th. Coordinator:
Margaret Heinzerling

Saturday schedule

9 to 10— Hamman Hall Lobby
Registration, ticket sales and distribution of
early registration packets. Alumni will be granted
a 500$ discount on each ticket ordered before
October 15th. (See form on back cover of this
issue.) All tickets will be held until registration.
Alumni are asked to park in the large faculty lot
off Rice Blvd. behind Hamman Hall.

10 to 11:15— Hammen Hall
General meeting. David Farnsworth, alumni
president, will present the Gold Medal (if awarded)
and other Association honors. President Norman
Hackerman will speak to alumni on the State of
the University and Dr. Robert N. Thrall, professor
of mathematical sciences and chairman of the
department, will deliver the keynote address
entitled "The Citizen's Stake in the Mathematical
Model." Thrall's activities in modeling include
eight years as editor-in-chief of Management
Science and a term as president of the Institute
of Management Sciences.

Of modern mathematical applications, Thrall
says: "In response to a general challenge for
relevance, more and more University interests
are being directed toward applying (while con-
tinuing to generate) research results. The term
"model" symbolizes the transition from a real
world situation to an idealized representation
which is the medium through which research
results are brought to bear. Models, most often
mathematical in character, are found in engi-
neering, physical, life, behavioral and mathe-
matical sciences and extend even into history,
architecture, philosophy and linguistics.

"Early in the history of Rice, Professor G. C.
Evans, the first chairman of the mathematics
department, developed significant models in
economics. Today there are even undergraduate
courses on modeling and one department, mathe-
matical sciences, has modeling as its raison
d'etre. Modeling appears under names such as
"operations research" and "management science"
and under these terms has become a significant
academic discipline as well as a professional
identification."

11:15 to 11:30 — Rice's Statue
The 25th reunion class, 1948, will conduct the
traditional ceremonies honoring William Marsh
Rice.
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11:30 to 1:30 — Colleges
Wine and cheese will be served in the foyer of
each residential college, followed by lunch in
the commons. A list of alumni college assign-
ments will be available at registration. The 50th
reunion class, 1923, will attend their reunion
luncheon in Cohen House at this time. Food
service in the colleges will stop at 1 p.m. Tickets
are $3.25 or $2.75 if you pre-register.

12:30 to 1:30 — Anderson Hall
The School of Architecture will host a one-hour
open house for those interested in seeing the
remodeled Anderson Hall (now inhabited entirely
by architecture students) and meeting new and
old members of the archie faculty.

1:30 to 3— Chemistry Lecture Hall
Panel discussion. Four faculty members have
planned a program involving the use of a com-
puter simulation of world forces and problems,
currently the object of an innovative Rice course,
"Dynamic Simulation of Social Systems."

A computer terminal will be available in the
Chemistry Lecture Hall for alumni use. Each
alumnus may experiment with his or her personal
solution to a typical world problem and observe
the long-range consequences of the decision
as projected by the computer. No knowledge of
computers is necessary since students will be
on hand to assist. The computer's evaluation of
the effects of each proposal may be kept.

Dr. Howard Resnikoff explains the concept
behind the Rice course: "The depressing pre-
dictions of Jay W. Forrester's World Dynamics
and Dennis Meadows, eta! in The Limits to
Growth, have stimulated substantial contro-
versy. Detractors claim that the degree of over-
simplification inherent in the Forrester-like
simulation models vitiates their validity, and that
the impact of new technology is not properly
taken into account. Supporters argue that the
essential long-term development of the world is
insensitive to minor variations of detail, and that
the highly aggregated variables used in the
model implicitly account for new developments.

"Whatever the ultimate validity of their projec-
tions, these dynamic models are excellent peda-
gogical tools. They exhibit the unexpected and
unusual consequences of seemingly minor
decisions that are often displayed by complex
physical and social systems whose components
are inter-related in subtle and non-linear ways."

The members of the panel and developers of
the student course, are:
• Dr. Chad Gordon, Fox Associate Professor of
Sociology, chairman.
• Dr. C. Sidney Burrus, associate professor of
electrical engineering and master of Lovett Col-
lege.
• Dr. M. Stuart Lynn, professor of mathematical
sciences and director of Rice's Institute for Com-
puter Science Applications.
• Dr. Howard L. Resnikoff, associate professor
of mathematics.
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3 — Hamman Hall
A filmed documentary of the Rice Players' adap-
tation of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland,
staged last spring. The film was compiled by two
Rice students, Christopher Nicolaou and Bill
Reidlehuber, as their year project in a film course.
Funded by the Rice Players, it records the de-
velopment of their adaptation and, ultimately,
describes the process of putting together any
theatrical production. It includes casting, block-
ing and the games and exercises that went into
this free-form version of Alice.

"The crew came to every rehearsal up to open-
ing night," said Neil Havens, director of the
Players. "They filmed the development of ideas,
the frenzy of the last few days — people strug-
gling with creative problems." The film will take
about an hour and will be followed by a few live
scenes from the play.

12 to 5— Sewall Hall Art Gallery
"Options for Tomorrow's City" an urban design
exhibition from the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts,
co-sponsored by the Department of Fine Arts
and the Rice Design Alliance with funds from the
Texas Commission on the Arts and Humanities.

10 to 5— Rice Museum
"Gray is the Color," a unique exhibit of mono-
chromatic artwork from the 13th to the 20th
century. Nearly half of the works will be from
museums in France, including the Louvre. The
exhibit will show the use of grays in 15th and
16th century panels as an imitation of sculpture,
and in tonal sketches as preparation for painting
and engraving. Among the collection will be
Rubens' "Road to Calvary," an Ingres'
"Odalisque," two Mantegna from Montreal,
several Bouchers, two Picassos and several
works of twentieth century masters. The exhibit
is being organized by Dominique de Menil and
the Institute for the Arts and will be seen only
in Houston.

4:30 to 5:30 — RMC Courtyard
Cocktail hour with a cash bar ($1.25 for mixed
drinks, 500 for beer and 250 for soft drinks).
Information on alumni tours, area groups, Rice
Alumni Institute, student publications, etc., will
be available in booths.

5 to 7 — Grand Hall
A pre-game feast will be served buffet style. The
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serving line stops at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $4.75,
or $4.25 if you pre-register.

7:30 — Rice Stadium
Rice vs Southern Methodist University

Thursday through Sunday extras

Hotel reservations
Some hotels have offered special alumni rates
and a list will be available from the Alumni Office.

Rice Design Alliance
On Thursday afternoon, October 18th, the Rice
Design Alliance will sponsor a panel discussion
on urban design, followed by cocktails and din-
ner in Cohen House. -The Once and Future
City': Can it be planned?" will run from 1:30 to
5 p.m. in Sewell Hal1301. Reservations and addi-
tional information available from Ursala Turano,
School of Architecture, X1397.

Golf
Anyone interested in participating in an informal
golf tournament should get in touch with John
Plumbley through the Athletic Department. Tee
off time is 1 p.m. on Friday.

Oktoberfest
The now traditional, Friday-before-Homcoming
Oktoberfest will be held in Richardson College
on October 19th from 8 to 12 p.m. Authentic
German beer band, good food. Purchase tickets
at the door.

Football Tickets
No tickets to the Rice vs. SMU football game will
be sold during Homecoming day registration.
Tickets are 66 each and must be purchased from
the Athletic Department Ticket Office. Write P.O.
Box 1892, Houston 77001 or call 526-1161.

Tour of Houston
In response to numerous requests, a two-hour
tour of the city at a nominal cost will be provided
for those who register by October 15th. The tour
will include Houston's newer buildings, down-
town development and sites of historical interest:
Galleria, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Medical Center,
Heritage Houses and Bayou Bend. Please choose
between Friday from 2 to 4 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to noon (excluding Bayou Bend).

EBLS Reunion
A coffee, hosted by the current students of the
Elizabeth Baldwin Literary Society, will be held
on Sunday at 10 a.m. in the Brown College library.
All EBLS alumnae are invited.

Music
Hermann Harrassowitz, organist of the Cathedral
St. Lorenz, Nuremberg, Germany, will give a
recital as part of the Shepherd School of Music
Series on Sunday, October 21st at 3:30 p.m. in
the Rice Chapel. Harrassowitz will perform
works of Bach, Hassler, Roger and others.

Please use order form on back cover.
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Luce Scholarships open to recent grads

"Over the years Americans have learned
the hard way that our understanding and
perception of Asia and Asians are painfully
inadequate." This, says the Henry Luce Foun-
dation, is a problem that they'd like to help do
something about. Consequently, Rice seniors,
graduate students, or recent graduates inter-
ested in a year's experience living and working
in East Asia may apply before October 19,
1973 for a Henry Luce Scholarship.
Rather than offering training for future

Asian specialists, this new effort will focus on
graduates in other fields and is designed to
give the participants a concentrated exposure
to a specific Asian environment within the
context of their own professional abilities.
Individual internships and work/study ar-

rangements will be developed for scholars on
the basis of individual career interests and
preparation. "No other learning experience
can transmit the same intuitive idea of what it
is like to live and function outside the context
of Western traditions."
To be eligible for nomination, candidates

must be American citizens between the ages
of 21 and 30 and have earned at least a bache-
lor's degree before taking part in the program.
The only limitation on nominees is that they
bring neither a specific academic background
in nor a career preference for Asian affairs or
international relations. Knowledge of an Asian
language is not a requirement for selection,
but some opportunity for language study will
be provided where desired, during the course
of the program.
Each scholarship includes travel fare, medi-

cal insurance, and a stipend of $9000, to be
increased to $11,000 if the recipient is married
and accompanied by a wife or husband.

Applications for the scholarship should be
in the office of the Dean of Undergraduate
Affairs, 101 Lovett Hall, not later than Friday,
October 19 and should be accompanied by a
University transcript and letters of recom-
mendation from two members of the Rice
faculty with whom the candidate has discussed
his application. Major considerations in making
initial nominations and final selection will be
personal qualities of leadership and maturity,
an outstanding academic record, and a strong
career commitment for the future.

Rice is one of sixty U.S. colleges and uni-
versities cooperating with the Luce Founda-
tion in selecting fifteen young persons an-
nually for the awards. Rice will nominate from

one to four scholars every other year begin-
ning this fall. Final selection will be made by
the Luce Foundation.

Rice compared to national norm
in Council on Education survey
The average Rice freshman today is from a

large city, a middle to upper-middle class family,
and a large high school from which most students
go on to college. Ninety percent of the 1976 class
intends to go on to graduate school.

In an effort to uncover the trends on college
campuses, the American Council on Education
has conducted surveys of college freshmen in
the United States for the last seven years.

Rice was among the 42 universities (out of a
total of 373) which participated last year and this.
The 1972 report reveals the way in which last

year's Rice freshmen compare with freshmen in
general across the nation. (1973 results will be
published next spring.) "National norm" data is
representative of all first-time, full-time students
entering institutions in the fall of 1972.

Five hundred anci eighty four Rice freshmen
(85%) participated in the survey.

Percentage of women, rural background
and blacks, low
The survey indicated that 76.8% of the fresh-

man class was male. There were no veterans and
no married freshmen. Nationally, 54.6% of univer-
sity freshmen were' male, 1.2% of these were
veterans, and .7% of them were married.
The national norm for black students in the

freshman classes of four-year institutions was
3.5%; 2.8% of the Rice group was black. An iden-
tical 2.8% of Rice freshmen were of Oriental
extraction; .5% was the national norm. The per-
centage of Mexican-American freshman (2.8%)
was over five times the .5% indicated for freshmen
in general.
While the national norm for non-U.S. citizens

sat at .9%, foreign students made up 3.1% of the
Rice group.
The ACE assessment revealed that Rice fresh-

men were a highly urban group. Twenty six per-
cent of Rice frosh - twice the national norm -
were from large cities; another 29.3% came from
large city suburbs.
A mere 1.4% of the participating freshmen re-

ported that their background included farm life;
13.8% were from small towns. Nationally, 7.4%
came from farms and 16.6% were from small towns.

Further evidencing their big-city backgrounds,
48.3% of the Rice freshmen indicated that their
high school graduating class had exceeded 500
in number. Nationally, the figure was 26.7%. An-
other 25.4% of the Rice group reported that the
size of their graduating class was between 250
and 500.
One factor relating to the high school class that

can reveal much of its socio-economic character
is the percentage of its graduates that go on to
colleges and universities. Seventy six percent of
Rice freshmen reported that at least one-half of

their graduating class went on to continue their
education in college; 42.2% indicated that three-
fourths or more of their class went on. Of national
freshmen in general, only 29.2% reported to have
been members of the latter group.
Eighty five point four percent of the incoming

Rice freshmen attended public high schools.

Income figures slightly above average:
mothers, fathers well-schooled
The parents of Rice's 1972 freshmen are an un-

usually well-educated group according to the
ACE assessment. While the survey indicated that
43.5% of university freshmen had fathers holding
at least one college degree, 63.8% of the Rice
group had fathers in this educational bracket.
One-third of the Rice fathers either hold an ad-
vanced degree (27.1%) or attended graduate
school without receiving an additional degree
(5%). This one-third compares with one-fifth na-
tionally.
The mothers of the Rice freshmen compare

similarly to the national norm. Just under one-half
(49.6%) of the mothers of university freshmen in
general had at least some college"; two-thirds
(66.7°/o) of the Rice mothers did. Thirty six point
seven percent of the Rice mothers hold at least
one college degree, while the national norm was
27.4%.

In terms of annual family income, the families
of the incoming Rice students did not differ very
radically from the national norm. At one extreme,
6.5% of the Rice families had an annual income of
less than $6,000, compared with a national figure
of 7.1°/o. At the other extreme, 6.2% of the Rice
families had an income reported to exceed
$50,000 annually, compared with 4.5% nationally.
Somewhat condensed, a further breakdown

reveals the mean annual income of 1972 Rice
freshmen's families to be slightly above the na-
tional norm.

Income Rice Norm
Less than $10,000  14.3% 20.9%
$10,000 to $24,999  59.2% 58.7%
More than $25,000  26.6% 20.3%

Important in evaluating these income statistics
is the fact that while the national norm for full-
or part-time working mothers was 47.9%, only
36.7% of the Rice mothers were employed.

One-half of the fathers of new Rice students
were either "businessmen" (39.6%) or engineers
(16.7%). Next in abundance were doctors (MD or
DDS) at 7.2%, followed by skilled workers at 6.5%.
Two Point three percent of the Rice group indi-
cated that their fathers were college teachers.
The Rice percentage of businessmen-fathers fell
very near the national norm, but the national

figure for engineer-fathers was only 10%. The per-
centage of Rice freshmen whose fathers were
doctors was twice the national norm.

Financial aid, academic standing examined
Responding to the question of how they

planned to support their college education, 71.1%
of Rice freshmen listed parental gifts or family
aid; 52.4% listed scholarships or grants (compared
with 21.7% nationally); 21.9 planned to finance
their education through loans. Something less
than 20% of Rice students listed full-, part-time or
summer work as a main source of support.
Making their own money would apparently be

a new experience for most of the Rice group.
Only 4.7% of the men indicated that they had been
employed while not attending school; a smaller
1.4% of the women had worked during that time.
The academic assessment of the freshmen

said very predictable things about the Rice group.
The survey revealed that 91% of the students had
a B+ or better average in high school; 75.9% of
these were members of the National Honor
Society; and 94.3% graduated in the top quarter
of their class.
The survey reveals that 93.4% of the 1972 fresh-

men considered Rice's "good academic reputa-
tion" a major factor in choosing to come here.
The fact that Rice "offered financial assistance"
was a major factor in 37.7% of the decisions.
The Rice group has high academic aspirations.

One-third plan to complete PhD or EdD work;
17.4% plan to go into some field of medicine (MD,
DDS, DO or DVM); and 7.8% look forward to
studying law. A small 10% plan to stop at a bach-
elor's degree (compared with the national norm
of 38.4°/o) and 31.1% plan to end academic work
with a masters degree.
When asked at what point they planned to end

their work at Rice, 56.6% answered that the BA or
BS was to be their goal here. Another 30% look
toward MA or MS work at Rice and 10% hope to
enter a Rice doctoral program.

Students reveal thoughts on current issues
Turning to some of the students' personal

opinions concerning higher education, the sur-
vey revealed that 30.7% of the Rice freshmen
(compared with 39.5% nationally) agreed that
college grades should be abolished.
Asked if students from disadvantaged social

backgrounds should be given preferential treat-
ment in college admissions, 26.5% of the Rice
group answered affirmatively, while 35.8% of
freshmen in general would agree.

Thirty eight point six percent of the Rice group
said that the chief benefit of a college education
was that it increased one's earning power
(compared with a national norm of 50.7%).

Asked whether or not marijuana should be
legalized, 46.2% at Rice (compared with 51.5%
nationally) indicated that they felt it should be.

Politically, 76% of the Rice freshmen were
divided between "middle-of-the-road" (39.4%)
and "liberal" (36.6%).
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Dr. George Williams '23, retired professor of
English, designed this walking tour of Literary
London for alumni, based on his recently-published
book, "Literary London and the British Country-
side." Twenty-seven participants roamed London
streets during the month of May, searching for,
and finding, their literary history.

American diary of literary London

am's Exotic Tours were never like this! Ours
was a once-in-a-lifetime chance to poke around
the nooks and crannies of London with George
and Marian Williams — to walk where our
favorite writers had walked; to go where they
had lived and worked; to revel in Marian's
historical asides; and to delight in George's
anecdotes about the authors.
On the first afternoon we wandered into a

lilac-scented London to visit the British Museum.
We found the Elgin Marbles that had inspired
Keats to write "Ode on a Grecian Urn" and we
saw holograph manuscripts of Austen's
Persuasion, Carroll's Alice in Wonderland,
Conrad's Lord Jim, Eliot's Mill on the Floss,
Joyce's Finnegan's Wake, Pepys's Diary, Shaw's
St. Joan, Wilde's The Importance of Being Ernest.
We viewed holograph manuscripts of poems

by Bronte, Coleridge, Burns, Byron, Cowper,
Housman, Shelley, Swinburne. And we saw the
illuminated manuscripts of the Middle Ages as
well as the ancient manuscripts of Beowulf, Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight, and Magna Carta.
We read the death warrant of Essex signed by
Elizabeth and her poignant letter asking that his
sentence be changed from "hanged, drawn, and
quartered" to "beheaded."
On Wednesday morning we had a tourist's-

eye-view of west London through the window of
a coach.
The tour ended at Buckingham Palace with

the changing of the guard viewed from behind
the heads and shoulders of hundreds of other
tourists — an "underwhelming" spectacle.
By noon we were through with Sam's Exotic

Tours and were glad to join George and Marian
for a walk into the Coram's Fields area. In crisp-
cold, sunny weather, we passed grey stone
houses fringed with wrought iron fences and
rouged with gay planted window boxes. Even
stodgy banks wore window boxes. We found
eighteenth century houses of mellow brick and
pedimented doorways, and street vendors with
carts of bright fruit. As we walked, George
showed us the dwellings of Fanny Burney,
Havelock Ellis, Virginia Woolf, Christina Rossetti,
Aldous Huxley. E. M. Forster, D. H. Lawrence,
and Algernon Swinburne.
We passed the Hospital for Sick Children

where Poet Laureate Robert Bridges was
assistant physician, and where James Barrie's
royalties made possible a "Barrie Wing" and a
"Peter Pan" ward.
When we paused in front of a house on

Mecklenburgh Square (after all, there were
twenty-seven of us), a young man appeared on
the balcony to ask why we were there. When
George told him that Poet Laureate John
Masefield had once lived there, the young man
said, "Blimey, I'm historical!" and went inside to
tell his wife.

In Coram's Fields we also explored the Dickens
House where he wrote Pickwick Papers, Oliver
Twist, and Nicholas Nickleby.
On Thursday we caught a red London bus to

the Strand where we began our walk at "Old
Bailey" which George described as "Sir Walter
Scott" gothic. We saw the dwellings of Hume
(at the place he lived when Rousseau visited
him), Hardy, and Wilde (where he entertained
Lillie Langtry, Ellen Terry, Sir Henry Irving, and

by Joan Bennett Doerner '51
assisted by Anadine Gosley and Karl Doerner, Jr. '51

Sarah Bernhardt). And we saw where John
Locke lived when he wrote Essay Concerning
Human Understanding. We passed the place
where Dickens worked as a boy in a shoe-
blacking shop, and we saw where Congreve
lived when Voltaire visited him (and was intensely
irritated because Congreve wanted to be
regarded as an English gentleman instead of a
great writer).
We stood at the spot where Defoe was in the

pillory for having written The Shortest Way with
Dissenters. The people wreathed Defoe and the
pillory in roses and it was a triumphant day in
history for liberty and freedom of the press.
We entered Fleet Street and Cock Tavern,

where Samuel Pepys made merry with "other"
women and where Tennyson, who wrote a poem
about the tavern, made merry without other
women.
We found the site of Izaak Walton's ironmonger

shop and saw the site of the famous Devil Tavern
where Ben Jonson established the Apollo Club,
first English literary club.
We found the first London lodgings of

Edmund Burke, the print shop established by
Wynken de Worde and, on Fetter Lane, Tom
Paine's house and the offices of Woman, the
magazine that Arnold Bennett edited.
We passed the sites once occupied by Richard

Lovelace ("Stone walls do not a prison make")
and by Oliver Goldsmith when he wrote The
Vicar of Wakefield which Dr. Johnson rushed to
the publisher so that Goldsmith could pay his
rent.
We viewed the site of the Black Lion Inn where

Boswell spent the night with the fair Louisa —
a scene he described lusciously in his London
Journal.

After lunch, we found the birthplace of Pepys
and a lodging place of A. A. Milne. At St. Bride's
Church we saw the font of Pepys's baptism and
the tombs of Lovelace and Richardson. We
ended our walk at St. Paul's Cathedral which,
according to George, "is cluttered with the
world's ugliest collection of statuary" and where
a monument to Cornwallis relates his
achievements, but of course fails to mention
America.

n event of the evening was George's BBC
television appearance. When the interviewer
asked if he were tired of London after ten years
of research, he said, "No, because London is the
most wonderful city in the world, but it won't be
if you continue to tear down the old buildings."
Prince Richard of Gloucester, who had done a
book of London photographs, appeared on the
talk show with George but, as a member of the
royal family, could say nothing critical and was
rather silent. Articulate George saved the
program.
On Friday morning we set out for the Inns of

Court. In Red Lion Square lived the Pre-
Raphaelites Dante Gabriel Rossetti, William
Burne-Jones, and poet William Morris. We saw
the birthplace of Benjamin Disraeli and the
chambers of Francis Bacon, and we found the
building where most of the works of Addison,
Steele, Pope, and Dryden were published,
We visited Gray's Inn Gardens, frequented by

Bacon, Pepys, Addison, Lamb, and Raleigh, a
fashionable promenade for fine ladies (as well as

those not so fine) in the time of Charles II and on
into the eighteenth century.

In 1814 when the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley
was in danger of arrest for debt (mostly incurred
by his first wife), he and Mary Godwin, author of
Frankenstein, and afterwards Shelley's second
wife, used to meet secretly in these gardens on
Sundays. They met on Sundays because people
could not be arrested for debt on the sabbath,
and they met secretiy because "William Godwin,
the liberal-minded philosopher who was Mary's
father, and who had written in support of what
many would have called 'free love', became a
very proper father indeed when he found his

daughter in love with, and being courted by, a
man who already had one legal wife!"
On our walk into Chancery Lane we found the

flat and office of John Middleton Murry and his
mistress (later, wife) Katherine Mansfield. At the
Public Record Office we were able to examine
letters of Bacon, Jonson, Milton, Scott, Austen,
and the wills of Shakespeare and Austen. We
viewed the Lend Lease agreement and read
Darwin's letter accepting the invitation to his first
scientific voyage.
On King's Bench Walk we found the house of

Norman Angell, Nobel Peace Prizewinner, and
in Fig Tree Court we found the lodgings of
William Cowper who tried to hang himself with
a garter. The garter broke, he fell, and was
resuscitated by his laundress.

n Saturday we began our Westminster walk
at Trafalgar Square where George told us that
on November 13, 1887 (Bloody Sunday), "several
hundred thousand socialists and labour
sympathizers had planned a vast meeting. William
Morris, George Bernard Shaw, Annie Besant,
Edward Carpenter, and R. B. Cunninghame
Graham were among the leaders marching on
the square ... From the north corner of the
Strand, Graham led a rush across the street
against a police line protecting the square, a
policeman bloodied Graham's head with a
truncheon and a police horse stepped on his
great toe, taking the nail off. Graham was carted
off to jail, where he spent a miserable night."
(sounds like Mailer and Armies of the Night,
doesn't it?)
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"Rice Preferential Voting" or
"Hand-counted ballots are much more human"

In this time frame, when national politics
and the election process are undergoing a
thorough investigation by a Senate Select
Committee, the Justice Department, Archibald
Cox and Co., etc. — and since Rice Univer-
sity's name already appears in the record
(L. Patrick Gray '36)— it is perhaps appro-
priate now to enter into evidence Rice's own
solution to election fraud — a method of pref-
erential voting which may be totally incom-
prehensible. But then you've never heard of
currupt student elections at Rice, have you?

In February a rather lengthy explanation of
the student election process was published
in the Student Senate Journal. The method
was designed by Election Committee Chair-

man John Scott Butler, Baker 73, and aimed
at avoiding election complications while
giving the voter maximum opportunity for
expression regarding his or her preference of
candidates. Because of its length, the expla-
nation had to be edited, but the main sub-
stance of the piece appears here in most of
its beauty.

How to vote preferentially
The voter is given a list of candidates...

(for "President" or for "Cheerleader," for ex-
ample) and is told how many candidates are
to be elected in that election (one President
or three Cheerleaders, for example), although
the number of candidates to be elected is
irrelevant at this stage. The voter must then
either associate marks with one or more of
the candidates (vote — maybe) or associate

marks with candidates and how those marks
will be interpreted by the Election Committee,
follow:

I. "X", "check", or other positive marks, will
be interpreted as the number "1".

2 Numbers:
a. Numbers less than one, numbers using

infinity, numbers equal to (any) infinity,
complex numbers, and imaginary num-
bers will be interpreted as blank spaces.

b. Real numbers not less than one and
not using infinity in their expression
will be interpreted as themselves.

c. Complicated expressions of real num-
bers will be interpreted as per above
rules after evaluation by the Election
Committee Chairman — I was once a
math major.

3 "No," line drawn through the candidate's
name," and other negative marks will be
interpreted as blank spaces. Most people
start with "1" and proceed through the
natural numbers (1, 2,3, ... ) as far as is
necessary; it is the virtuous thing to do.

How one ballot is counted in one election
The number of votes to be awarded from

one ballot is the smaller of "the number of
candidates to be elected" and "the number of
candidates who may receive votes." A candi-
date may receive votes if all of the following
are true:

I. The candidate has an (interpreted) num-
ber associated with him.

2. All candidates with smaller numbers as-
sociated with them receive votes.

3. All candidates with equal numbers as-

We traversed the Whitehall area and saw the
building from which King Charles I stepped out
of a window to the scaffold where he was
beheaded.
On King Charles Street we saw the place

where Samuel Pepys lived when he made his first
entry in the Diary, January 1, 1660.

After lunching across from Scotland Yard
(which was once a yard), we toured the Houses
of Parliament, then went on to Westminster
Abbey. George showed us the grave of Sir
Charles Lyell, geologist who established the age
of the earth as being millions of years old.
"Without Lyell," George said, "Charles Darwin
could not have formulated the doctrine of
evolution."
We saw the tomb of Isaac Newton and those

in "Poets' Corner", "Politicians' Corner" and
"Socialists' Corner." We found the grave of
Ramsay McDonald, bastard son of a servant girl
who became the first socialist prime minister of
England. (It's nice to know that we're not the
only country that has bastards in the
government.)

In the gardens between Millbank and the river
we saw Rodin's "The Burghers of Calais" and a
statue of Emmaline Pankhurst, the heroic militant
leader of the Women's Suffrage Movement.
We saw the place where Raleigh was executed

and where he said, "What matter how the head
lie, so long as the heart is right?"
We found the site of a cottage where Chaucer

lived his last years, and visited Westminster Hall
where Thomas More was tried and where
Chaucer sat as a member of Parliament.
At New Palace Yard, George told us that "for

everyone who cares about freedom of the press
it will be interesting to note that the last person
to stand in the pillory here, and the last in
England, was one John Williams, printer and
bookseller, whose crime was that he had
republished John Wilkes's North Briton — with
its attacks on royal tyranny. But his punishment
— like that of Defoe more than sixty years earlier
— was a triumph for Williams and freedom. A
great multitude came to cheer him, and when he
was released, escorted him home." (1765)
On the Sunday afternoon Bloomsbury walk,

we saw the birthplace of Colley Cibber, the
residences of Gertrude Stein, Cowper, Maurice,
and Rossetti, and on Gordon Square, George
showed us the headquarters of the famous
Bloomsbury Group of "brilliant but highly
eccentric (in both the intellectual and the sexual
sense) of writers, artists, and personalities. The
goings and comings of this group, its intricate
and ever-shifting combinations of heterosexual
and homosexual relationships, its menages a
trois and a quatre, and the doings of many other
brilliant people on the fringes of the group have
been studied in Holroyd's two-volume life of
Lytton Strachey." Other important members of

At Tavistock Square, Dickens lived for ten
years and wrote Bleak House, Hard Times, Little
Dorrit, and A Tale of Two Cities, Charles Gounod
later lived in the same house. At Upper Woburn

Place, William Butler Yeats and Dorothy
Richardson (first English stream-of-
consciousness novelist) lived.
On Woburn Square we visited the Courtauld

Institute, a museum housing an excellent
collection of impressionist paintings. Manet's
"A Bar at the Folies-Bergere" and Renoir's "La
Loge" hang there alongside paintings by
members of the Bloomsbury Group,

hursday morning we said goodbye to
George and Marian and traveled to the Lake
District. We spun past charming hedge rows, low
stone walls, and now and then, a copse of birch
trees. Once into the moor land, we saw grey
stone farmhouses and the golden gorse in bloom.

Despite the long day, we enjoyed seeing the
delightful English countryside with its foot paths
and kissing gates.
We were up early the next morning to visit

Dove Cottage where William Wordsworth lived
and worked in the early nineteenth century. We
visited Graythwaite Hall, the country house of
Major Duncan Sandys, who showed us his
gardens and accompanied us to Hawkshead
Grammar School where Wordsworth went to
school and carved his name on the desk.
That evening at the hotel wesaw a

performance of Morris dancers who performed
their ancient rites in bright costumes with bells
at the knees and garlands of flowers on their
heads.
On Saturday we drove toward Edinburgh

through the rolling Southern Uplands of Scotland
where the light produced an eerie green, sheep
grazed, and peat lay in the sun to dry.
On Sunday morning we toured Edinburgh, the

"Athens of the North", and saw the houses of
James Young (chloroform), Lister, Burns, and
Stevenson. We saw evidence of prehistoric
farming in the terracing of hills and rocks
smoothed by Ice Age glaciers. The Lammermoor
Hills appeared through an early morning haze
that rolled in from the North Sea.
At the end of the Edinburgh tour, we walked

through Holyrood Castle where we saw the
crown jewels and the room where Mary Queen of
Scots gave birth to James I of Scotland and
England. We toured St. Margaret's Church, a fine
example of Norman architecture.

After lunch, Anadine Gosley and I found an
afternoon tour to Abbotsford, Sir Walter Scott's
house on the Tweed River. We had a delightful
trip through Scott country where we explored
Abbotsford, visited Drysburgh Abbey where
Scott was buried, and enjoyed "Scott's view"
from high above the Tweed where it is said that
Scott sometimes wrote. After an enormous
English tea at a country hotel, we traveled back
to Edinburgh and packed for the flight home.

Flying back to Houston was like flying from
one century to another in a time machine. For
two weeks we had immersed ourselves in the
literary London of other years — a world of grey
stone and worn brick; a world of lilacs and old
plane trees, of horse chestnuts snowy with bloom
and pocket gardens tucked behind fences; a
world of bright window boxes and chimney pots;
a world where gentle people care for each other,
move slowly and take time for tea.
When we landed in Houston the city seemed

hard, modern, fast. Cacophonous and chrome-
plated. It was easy to be nostalgic and long for
the soft haze of the English springtime, the parks
and gardens, the nooks and crannies of our
literary London.

Members of the Literary London tour group
pause in front of Somerset House, built be-
tween 1776 and 1786. "Perhaps the finest
example of classical architecture in London,"
said Williams, "it stands on the spot where an
earlier Somerset House served as a palace for
English Queens in the 17th century." Today's
is occupied mostly by government offices
and houses the original wills of Shakespeare,
Newton, Dr. Johnson and Dickens. The east-
ernmost wing of the building is King's College.
In Gough Square, just off Fleet Street, Frank
Goss views a manuscript In the attic where
Dr. Johnson worked for seven years compil-
ing his Dictionary of the English Language.
A plaque marks the courtyard gravesite of
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sociated with them receive votes.
4. The candidate has not been eliminated.

The conditions mean: (1) if you leave his
name blank, he cannot get a vote from you;
(2) start with the lowest number present,

usually "1"; (3) if there is a tie for the last (or

only) vote available, none of those tied get a
vote unless all do; (4) the candidate must still

be a candidate.
A few examples follow: "j" means "receives

one vote if one candidate is to be elected";
"s" means "receives one vote if three candi-
dates are to be elected."
A 1 sj 1 sj 1 s 1 s 1 1 sj 21/2 sj 98 sj 1

2 s 1 s 1 s 1 2 3 s 132 s 1
3 s 1 s 1 2 31/2 s 265 s 1
4s 12 4 266 2

Whenever the number of votes awarded is
not equal to the number of candidates to be

elected, the difference is called "abstentions."
A candidate receives a vote if he can, whether

he understands how he got it or not.

How winners are determined
When one candidate is to be elected, (1)

vote totals are obtained, (2) if he-of-the-

greatest-total has more than all the others

combined, he wins; if not, he-of-the-smallest-

total is eliminated and the votes are counted

again.
If there is a tie for last place, those tied

must be "differentiated preferentially," which

• means that a match races held between (or

• among) those tied by consulting each ballot

• as to the indicated preference; the candidate

in last place this time is eliminated. If this

process does not decide the question, all still-

tied candidates are disposed-of together. If

this action reduces the number of candidates
to less than the number of winners to be
determined, a runoff election is held in a
week, after the Election Committee Chairman
has recuperated.

If more than one candidate is to be elected,
the only difference should be that the above
mentioned activity continues until no further
changes can take place. For example, with
two to be elected, if A has 100, B 75, C 50 and
D 30, C can still overtake B if D's followers
will it. In practice, however, the winners are
determined by first-round vote totals because
the Election Committee has only seven hours
to count votes.

Advantages of preferential voting
One may express his preferences: (1) "I

like A better than B and B better than the

others, but I'm indifferent to C and D and
would never vote for E." Translation: A 1, B 2,

C 3, D 3, E (blank). (2) "I can't make up my

mind between A and B, but wish to vote against
C." Translation: Al, B 1, C (blank). (3) "I only
know one guy in this election and he's a good

guy." Translation: Good guy 1, others (blank).
(4) "I only know one guy in this election and

he's a crook." Translation: Crook (blank),

others 1. (7) "They're all crooks." Translation:
everything blank.
Suppose 125 people want A to win but don't

care who wins if A doesn't, and 100 people
feel the same about B, and 150 people are
split between C and D, but all 150 want the

other if not the one. With conventional voting,
A and B will be in a runoff; with preferential

voting, the preferred of C and D will win.

Travel and learn
Russia, Mexico,
Hawaii and
the Caribbean

Tour I: The West Indies
The colorful Caribbean Islands have been

called "the cockpit of Europe" by historians.
Several centuries of struggles between rising
and declining empires over control of these
rich territories characterize much of their

common history, and each port reflects this
varied past in its own way.

In the U.S. Territory of St. Thomas, Virgin

Islands, for example, autos have standard

American left-hand steering, but one must

drive on the left side of the streets in deference

to British and Continental tradition.
The sights and sounds of these islands, their

warm, clear air and water make an enjoyable

vacation as well as an interesting journey into
the history of Western colonization. For Rice
alumni and friends we are offering a ten-day
cruise to the Caribbean aboard one of the
last classic floating palaces of the pre-World
War Two era over Thanksgiving, 1973.

Goldsmith. The stone coffin and statue mark
the grave of a wealthy politician. Dr. Williams

appears on a BBC television talk show, above.

The commentator asked him why he included

such minor writers as Malcolm Muggeridge in
his book. "You haven't read the book, only
the index," replied Williams, "or you would

know that the book is organized in walking

tours and minor writers are mentioned as they

appear along the way. Besides, Muggeridge is
very popular in America."

The S. S. Nieuw Amsterdam will sail from
Port Everglades, Fla., at 5 p.m. on Friday,
November 16th. She will dock there again at
8 a.m., Monday, November 26th, six islands
and countless adventures later.
Commissioned in 1936, the ship's brass,

leather, polished wood, crystal, gold and
marble offer a setting of ease and opulence
that may never be created again. The Holland
America Line has kept her in service far
longer than would have seemed possible,
given mounting maintenance costs, and this
Thanksgiving cruise will be one of her last.
Tom Haskell, assistant professor of history,

will enliven the days at sea with commentaries
about the diverse personalities and purposes
that are the history of these ports. An explora-
tion of the historical significance of this
region in the context of American history and
thought will, with his guidance, deepen under-
standing and appreciation of the island cul-
ture. We also hope to arrange at least one
Optional visit with an authority in the field of
Caribbean history, probably at the College
of the Virgin Islands.
Rates for the cruise include round-trip

airfare from Houston to Port Everglades, port
taxes, transfers, stateroom accommodations,
all meals, service and shipboard entertain-
ment — no gratuities required. With accom-
modations in attractive outside doubles,
rates may vary from $648 to $834. Rates for
inside rooms or rooms without individual
bath facilities are available on request.
A reservation fee of $100 is necessary by

September 15th, with payment in full by
October 10th. Special arrangements will be
made for alumni living outside the Houston
area and information on this may be received
through area organizations or by writing to
the Association.

Tour II: The U.S.S.R.
Leningrad and Moscow are at the height of

their festivities during the New Year season.

The Kirov Ballet and Opera, the Bolshoi

Theatre and Ballet are only a few of the

cultural wonders of this nation. This visit,
from December 26, 1973 to January 5, 1974,

includes five days in each capital.
The tour will be escorted by qualified

Russian guides and by Carl Van Nes, partner
in Traveler's Inc., which is managing the trip.
This will be Van Nes' fifteenth trip to Russia.

Travel for alumni and friends will be via
KLM 747 and Finnair with connections in
Amsterdam. Travel between cities will be by

first class train.
Hotel accommodations will be made at the

Hotel Astoria in Leningrad, and the Hotel
National in Moscow. The current tour price
of $795 per person is based on a group of
forty and includes all air and train fares, twin-
bed hotel rooms, all meals, sightseeing and
transfers. A deposit of $100 is required by
October 1st, with full payment by November
10th.

Further information about this tour will be
announced in early October at a welcome
party to be held for new members of the
Russian Department at Rice to which alumni
are invited. At that time a complete itinerary
will be available which will include the sched-
uled visits to museums, public buildings and
historic sites in Leningrad and Moscow.
The Tours Committee of the Association

of Rice Alumni is pleased to announce the
autumn and winter season trips for members
of the Association and their friends.

For those who, like the Tours Committee,
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believe that travel can and should be both
relaxing and enlightening, the three tours
open gates to the Caribbean to the south,
the U.S.S.R. to the east, and Hawaii to the
west.
Each tour continues the Rice travel tradi-

tion of individualized educational trips. Each
combines opportunities for relaxation, adven-
ture, and thoughtful exploration in the com-
pany of a Rice faculty member familiar with

historical and cultural aspects of the area.

Tour III: The Hawaiian Islands
Ever since Captain James Cook happened

upon what he called the Sandwich Islands in
1778, Westerners have been lured to this
island chain. No less a wry American critic
than Mark Twain called Hawaii (pronounced
"Hah-wy-ye," he told his readers), "a summer
calm as tranquil as dawn in the Garden of
Eden."
The Hawaiian tour will be supplemented

by a pre-tour program including travel and
study suggestions based on the experience
and research of Dr. Edward Norbeck, profes-
sor of anthropology and author of Pineapple
Town/Hawaii. Norbeck will accompany the
trip and lead a special one-day excursion to
the relatively unspoiled island of Molokai,

the subject of his book.
Joe Thomas, professor of English, has

volunteered to get the group off in style by
reading — as Mark Twain — a few of Twain's
dispatches from the 1860's Sandwich Islands.

In Hawaii, Dr. Sharon Jones Bintliff '57,

professor of pediatrics at the University of
Hawaii Medical School, will help coordinate

two traditional treats for Island visitors: a

luau and a Chinese dinner. Sharon says the
Hawaiian New Year is outstanding for its
fireworks and exuberance, and suggests
visits to Pearl Harbor, the Polynesian Cul-
tural Center and a stopover in the fields for
fresh pineapple juice.
The tour will allow individuals to explore

whatever areas they will. Air and boat tours

are available in the Islands some at dis-
count rates.
Coach Don Knodel and the Rice basket-

ball team will be in for three games beginning

Pointe-a-Pitre,
Guadeloupe, F.W.I.

St. George's,
Grenada

January 2nd, and will welcome support from

touring friends.
Arrangements for the tour are being made

by Ester Grossberg Travel, Inc. The current

price is $327 round trip from Houston via

Continental Airlines 747, and includes "run

of the house" at the Hilton Hawaiian Village.

Please register your interest as soon as

possible. As with all alumni educational tours,

arrangements can be made for people living

outside the Houston area.

Tour IV: Mexico in the planning
A spring tour to Mexico's beautiful Copper

Canyon by rail. Interested? Let us know.

Homecoming
week set for
self study talks

A series of open seminars and discussions
are scheduled for the afternoons between

October 17 and 31 for all Rice people.
Sponsored by the Self-Study Steering

Committee with possible joint sponsorship
of the Faculty Council, the sessions will
open with a presentation of findings from

the self-study which will be followed by

open discussion periods. The Self-Study's

Academic and Non-Academic Affairs Com-

mittees will alternate in conducting the ses-

sions. Topics and exact times and places

will be published about October 1.
Faculty, staff, students, Board members,

and alumni will have an opportunity to get a
preliminary report of the findings of the self-

study, to ask questions, and to contribute

additional information where appropriate.
The results will serve as additional guides

for the committees as they write their final

reports for the Rice Community as well as

for the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS).
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Continued from page 1
during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holi-
days. They talk with seniors and former teachers
about engineering at Rice, write up a report of
their contacts and are paid $25 for the service.

Engineering faculty members have also visited
Houston area high schools as part of a coordi-
nated effort between the departments and the
Admissions Office. Several professors expressed
hope that alumni would assume a more active
role in recruiting.

Educational tools and new courses
Brown money is also responsible for several in-

novations in the teaching of engineering courses.
It built an audio-visual center containing lecture/
demonstration equipment which, among other
things, gives the student the ability to replay
taped lectures. Professors' lectures will be taped,
however, only if they request it, and so far the
existing tapes are primarily of speakers, labora-
tory demonstrations and instructions for operat-
ing equipment.

Foundation funds were also tapped in 1972
to install computer terminals in each department
for use by undergraduates.
Three new courses, intended to give students

a more practical look at engineering early in their
stay here, have been developed and added to the
curriculum under the Brown Grant.
Both "Introduction to Engineering Design"

and "Introduction to Engineering Systems" have
been taught for three years. A third course, "In-
troduction to Engineering Materials," made its
debut this fail.
"Up to now," said Akers, "students would go

to Rice for two years and never know what engi-
neering was like. Many became discouraged
because they were taking nothing but math and
science courses."
The idea is to give students real-life problems,

part of them quite technical, some with economic,
political and social aspects. They solve these
on their own and have a better idea of what an
engineer really does.
The new courses are more practical than most

of the additions to the Rice curriculum since the
early 1960's.
James R. Sims, professor of civil engineering

and director of the campus business office, noted
that enrollment in these and other elective
courses and labs which offer practical skills is
growing. Sims said that students are finding
these skills helpful in getting summer employ-
ment and that they are discovering a freedom
for personal expression that is lacking in theory
courses. "It's a healthy change in student atti-
tude," he said.

Departmental activity
Changes in the engineering disciplines are

largely crisis-oriented. International, national
and, recently, social problems have had distinct
effects on engineering programs' emphasis, type
of courses offered, even on the rise and fall of
individual majors.
Generally, however, the type of student Rice

engineering has sought to produce has changed
only in peripheral considerations. Although
there has been a slight swing away from the

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science"

1973 '72 '71 '70 '69 '63 '57 '53 '47 1973 '72 '71 '70 '69 '63 '57 '53 '47
Chem. Eng. 22 24 24 22 19 14 26 26 N/Avail Chem. Eng 17 23 23 45
Civ. Eng. 6 2 4 2 3 1 12 7 N/Avail Civ. Eng. 6 2 5 6 4
Elec. Eng. 34 35 51 29 22 24 25 12 N/Avail Elec. Eng. 23 26 18 11 20
Envi. Eng. 10 1 Envi. Eng.
Mech. Eng. 2 15 17 11 17 14 20 17 N/Avail Mech. Eng. 11 11 17 15 49

fundamentals, the departments continue to place
their emphasis on a highly theoretical program,
"because we have no way of knowing what stu-
dents will be doing 20 years hence at the height
of their professional careers," said Burrus.

In selecting the courses which they will offer,
the departments are influenced by three things.
First and most important is the development of
new technology within their fields.
A second consideration is the social aspect of

engineering which calls for interdisciplinary
courses and cooperation between departments.
Working against this to some extent is a trend
toward confining more courses within depart-
ments, courses which are similar enough in con-
tent to be common offerings, but which are used
to show student support (registration) for a
department and thus justify a certain number of
faculty members. This develops into a philo-
sophical argument on educational methods.

"I think that the more we reduce the engineer-
ing disciplines to the core of what they have in
common, rather than stressing their differences,
the more we serve the student," said Brotzen.
"Now might be the time to experiment with doing
away with departments and have only engineer-
ing."
"The department lines are so loose here that

the departmental structure is not a bad thing,"
said Burrus. "I believe that being able to identify
as an EE is better for the student who can't yet
appreciate breadth. It helps him to find a place
and then to mature out of it."
There are fifty-eight professors in the five en-

gineering departments. A breakdown of their
backgrounds and standing appears in the charts
on page 10.

New department focuses on water pollution
Rice's newest engineering discipline is En-

vironmental Science and Engineering — the
University's response to a critical contemporary
need.

Art Busch, EnvSci&Eng professor and now on
leave of absence to the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, started courses in environmental
concerns in 1956 within the Civil Engineering
Department. In 1961 the courses were moved
under chemical engineering and in 1967 the
separate department was begun.

After existing as an interdisciplinary graduate
program for six years, the EnvSci&Eng depart-
ment granted its first undergraduate degree in
1972. Once complemented by three professors
and with only four courses of its own, the new
department now offers 14 courses and has
evolved into an integral part of the overall engi-
neering curriculum. It now has about 26 under-
graduate majors who are juniors, seniors and fifth-
year students, and nine graduate students.
From its inception, the department has focused

its attention on water pollution: effects, control
and water resources management. "It is not as
fully developed as it might be with more staff,"
said Characklis. "For example, we don't cover
hydrology or marine processes — both segments
of our major area of interest."
"This focus on one specific area," said Char-

acklis, "reflects the philosophy that it is unde-
sirable to produce a 'generalist'. We don't want
to turn out space-age unemployables, so we give
a student training in a specific area and thereby
help him to be an environmentalist."

*Five year professional degree

Students major in either environmental science
or environmental engineering. The department
currently has only two or three students working
exclusively toward its undergraduate degrees.
Class enrollments consist primarily of double
majors and students from various disciplines
who use EnvSci&Eng courses to enrich their
program.
At the graduate level, the department offers a

wide range of experience. Fifth year and gradu-
ate students are exposed to environmental health
courses at the University of Texas Medical
School. Jay Leeds, professor of electrical and
environmental engineering, Arthur Few, profes-
sor of space science, and a number of people in
chemical engineering are working with air pollu-
tion and control processes.

Biology is dealing with ecology and architec-
ture is getting into environmental planning, all
of which allows the student to construct a fairly
flexible program.
"Environmental studies were formed in re-

sponse to a crisis and some say that the crisis
will be met and the need forenvironmentalists will
drop, said Characklis. "But I don't see the de-
mand decreasing in the near future. The demand
is substantial just under the legislation passed in
the last two years. Some of the provisions won't
even go into effect until 1985. And I suspect that
the problems will get much worse —they are
people problems."

Civil concentrates on structures;
adds transportation
"We try to equip our students for specialized

professional practice, teaching, or research and
development," said Krahl. "If they plan to stay
with their first professional degree, we aim to
give them good foundations in science, math,
engineering science and engineering design —
so they are equipped to solve tomorrow's prob-
lems — and an introduction to other areas so
they can gain further knowledge.
The civil engineering department, which has

concentrated on structural engineering for many
years, recently added a new program in trans-
portation. "We are not a big enough staff to have
depth in all areas," said Sims. "We try to do a
good job in a specialty."
Other areas commonly taught under civil engi-

neering are: sanitation, hydrolics, foundations
and soil mechanics. These are dealt with in
survey courses.
The department has recently reorganized

the sequence of courses in structural engineer-
ing to combine the viewpoints of structural anal-
ysis, behavior and design from the introductory
level to the most advanced level. The courses
now progress from simple structures to the more
complex, and involve the use of all materials.
New areas being explored in the analytical

fields are structural dynamics (earthquake de-
sign and wind and wave patterns), finite element
techniques, and structural optomication as a
separate field. In experimental research, pro-
fessors have branched into concrete technology
and offshore technology.
CE has about 20 undergraduate majors and

eight graduate students.

Chemical engineering specializes in five areas
The department of chemical engineering is

one of the most highly rated of Rice departments
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Master of Engineering* Master of Science Doctor of Philosophy

1973 '72 '71 '70 '69 '63 '57 '53 '47 1973 '72 '71 '70 '69 '63 '57 '53 '47 1973 '72 '71 '70 '69 '63 '57 '53 '47

Chem. Eng. 15 21 18 23 10 Chem. Eng. 4 2 5 3 1 13 1 1 5. Chem. Eng. 9 4 8 10 2 5 2

Civ. Eng. 4 3 1 2 3 Civ. Eng. 3 1 5 Civ. Eng. 3 6 6 6 1

Elec. Eng. 28 23 30 23 21 Elec. Eng. 5 11 10 11 12 2 2 1 Elec. Eng. 12 10 9 10 3 2

Envi. Eng. 3 Envi. Eng. 2 3 1 Envi. Eng. 2M) 1(2) 3121

Mech. Eng. 12 8 14 7 20 Mech. Eng. 2 2 4 6 8 13 2 4 Mech. Eng. 3 10 13 18 9 1

nationally.
The department's faculty has selected five of

the many areas of activity within chemical engi-

neering and have concentrated their teaching and

research on them. These areas are: thermody-

namic and transport properties, chemical kinetics

and reactor design, optimization and control,

rheology and macromolecular science, and bio-

medical engineering.
The last time the results of a Rice students'

teacher evaluation questionnaire were evaluated

and published, chemical engineering was one of

two departments receiving special mention for

excellence.
J. D. Hellums, department chairman, has noted

the shifting orientation of undergraduate engi-
neering. "In recent years about 85% to 900/u of our

graduates have gone directly into engineering
practice whereas a few years ago a majority of
them entered a graduate or post-baccalaureate
professional school." In response to this change
the department is offering a six credit-hour de-
sign course in the senior year. This course, and

other modifications in chemical engineering are
part of the optional four-year BS program.
ChemE has 34 graduate students and approxi-

mately 81 undergraduates in their junior, senior
and fifth years.

EE adopts bioengineering
Within the department of electrical engineer-

ing there are four programs from which the stu-
dent may choose, or he may create a special

program by petition to the faculty.
The established programs are: circuits, control

and communications systems; lasers, microwaves

and solid-state electronics; computer science
and engineering; and bioengineering.

There are currently 44 graduate students and

about 120 declared undergraduate majors in EE.

Bioengineering is an undergraduate and grad-
uate program. Its goal is to train engineers who
can work either independently or closely with
medical doctors applying engineering principles
to living systems. Several upper-level elective
courses may be taken at Baylor College of Medi-
cine or at the University of Texas Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences.

Computer science works closely with EE
Computers were introduced as teaching tools

in engineering in the late 1950's when Rice built

one of the first university research computers.
Now the computer is an essential tool in all cur-
ricula, fully as much a part of engineering as the
library is in the humanities.
The R1, a forerunner of a model in important

respects for several modern commercial com-
puters, was dismantled in 1971 to make way for
a more sophisticated R2. Faculty and students
have reached the final stage of construction on
the basic configuration of this second computer.
It is a large, high speed, digital research com-
puter incorporating several unique, advanced
concepts.
The computer science and engineering pro-

gram was formalized in 1970 and covers a wide
range of software, hardware and theory subjects.
The software courses are shared between elec-
trical engineering and mathematical sciences
(founded as a department in 1971).

"Unlike many schools, we emphasize a bal-
anced treatment of hardware and software," said

—Chemical Engineer" — 6 yr. program

Bourne. "We feel that computer science is sterile

if divorced from the engineering disciplines. Our

goal is to turn out students who will design the

next generation of computers with proper trade-

offs between hard and software."

Mechanical engineering reorganizes curriculum
During the 1972-73 academic year the mechan-

ical engineering faculty carried out a complete

self study of its degree programs. As a result of the

study, the faculty chose six possible options for

ME majors. They are: thermal sciences and en-

ergy conversion, engineering fluid dynamics
(gasdynamics), engineering fluid dynamics (hy-

drodynamics and ocean engineering), stress anal-

ysis and mechanical behavior of materials, aero-

space engineering and engineering science.
Currently the thermal sciences and energy con-

version option is the dominant area of specializa-

tion for ME undergraduates. This reflects student

interest in energy and energy-related problems.

Interest in the petro-chemical industry has at-
tracted many students into the new ocean engi-

neering courses.
Ray M. Bowen, the department chairman,

feels that future undergraduate coursework will
reflect an increasing emphasis on problems of an

environmental nature. Anticipating this, the de-

partment has added a new course in "Thermal
Environmental Engineering."
There are 61 undergraduates and 37 graduate

students in mechanical engineering.

Materials science is now a separate degree

For the past several years the materials science
faculty within the department of mechanical and

aerospace engineering and materials science has
offered a degree program in materials science.
As a result of an inspection visit in 1972, the
master of materials science received its first ac-
creditation.

Materials science is concerned with solid mater-
ials and includes metallurgy, polymers, ceramics,
electronic and magnetic materials. It is closely
allied with various branches of engineering as well
as with the natural sciences (physics, chemistry
and, recently, biology).

Biomedical engineering crosses
many departments
An interdisciplinary graduate program has

grown out of a cooperative research effort be-

tween Rice and Baylor College of Medicine. The
successful degree candidate may receive an MS
or a PhD at the completion of his studies. However,
his degree would formally be in either electrical
or chemical engineering with concentration in
biomedical engineering, since biomedical engi-

neering is not itself a degree-granting department.

Many of the Rice participants work through the
University's Biomedical Engineering Laboratory.

Others work in the bioengineering laboratory
which is administered as a part of the academic
program in the electrical engineering department.
The program involves the departments of

chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering
and biology. Projects cover various aspects of
the cardiovascular system and the development
of circulatory assist devices.
Much of the work is supported by a large Pro-

gram Project grant from the National Heart and
Lung Institute. Part of the initial support for the
program was derived from a Health Sciences

(1) Environmental Science (2) Environmental Engineering

Advancement Award from the National Institute

of Health, received by Rice in 1968 for the de-

velopment of courses and research in biology,

bio-chemistry and biomedical engineering.

Interdisciplinary activity
In the minds of most students, and many edu-

cators, there is a clear line of demarcation be-
tween the "general concerns" of the academic,
versus the science and engineering fields.

University distribution requirements enforce

some breadth in areas outside an undergraduate's

major interests, but many believe that students

do not get enough overall interdisciplinary knowl-

edge as undergraduates. "Not only the environ-
mental aspects, but also the ethical, political and

social dimensions of engineering education have

too long been ignored," said Riki Kobayashi,
professor of chemical engineering.
There are three options open to professors who

believe in a broader program for engineering
students: they can encourage the students they
counsel to venture extensively into the humanities
and social sciences; they can bring broader edu-
cational and social concerns into their engineer-
ing classrooms, or they can help to create inter-
disciplinary courses.
A number of Rice engineering professors are

in favor of increasing interdisciplinary activity
within the engineering curriculum. They agree
that the truly distinguishing feature of a university
is that it offers the student a wide variety of learn-
ing experiences and the opportunity to inter-
relate the knowledge gained from work in differ-
ing disciplines.
However, when asked to describe the goals of

their departments, most professors and depart-
ment heads said their job was to produce top-
notch research and development engineers.

In opposition to those who favor increasing
activity outside the hard sciences, are those who
feel, as one faculty member put it, that courses
in the social sciences and humanities are "jelly-
rolls" and that engineers who venture extensively
into these areas are taking "an easy course of
study."
The trend at Rice is toward more courses which

involve students and professors from a number of
disciplines.
"Problem solving today requires an interdisci-

plinary background," said Bill Gordon. "Engi-
neers must have the experience of working with
people in other fields if their training is to be
called 'optimal', and interdisciplinary classwork
gives the student experience in the team ap-
proach to problem solving, using knowledge
inputs from widely varying disciplines."
M. Lea Rudee, professor of materials science

believes that part of his responsibility as an engi-
neering educator is to inform his students of the
social dimensions of their work. Rudee was be-
hind the introduction of a course entitled "Tech-
nology in Society," first offered through Wiess
College in 1969-70 and taught jointly by Rudee
and two political science professors.
Though he felt strongly that it should be taught,

Rudee said that he had difficulty getting the
course listed as an engineering offering. "Activi-
ties that are not organized around a specific
discipline have been difficult to introduce into
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Professors at each level
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Eng

Mech
Eng
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Eng

Elec
Eng
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Eng

Mech
Eng

Professor 8 4 6 4 10 No. full-time 11 7 17 3 14
Assoc. Prof. 2 4 5 2 No. part-time 1 1 1 3 0Asst. Prof. 1 3 2 2 No tenured 10 7 12 4 12Instructor

No. Rice grads 2 4 3 1 5Lecturer 3
No. BkgndsAdjunct. 1 2 in industry (5) (4) (4) (6) (9)

the engineering curriculum," he said.
One obstacle to the interdisciplinary course

offerings mentioned by various faculty members
was the hesitance of professors to get involved.
It is considered to be a risky venture for an un-
tenured faculty member, because interdisciplinary
courses may not be weighed as heavily in con-
sideration for promotion.
Dean Gordon said that some problems exist in

evaluating a professor's work outside his specific
discipline since members of his department are
responsible for recommending his promotion.

"I would certainly encourage a young professor
who was interested in teaching an interdisciplin-
ary class to do so," he said, "and I would do what
I could to see that he got credit for the endeavor."

Sloan Grant makes new courses possible
Believing that today's engineer needs broader

skills and new tools if his work is to be truly con-
structive, and finding a lack of such awareness
in many engineering curricula, the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation invited 20 American institutions to
propose solutions.
Rice was one of eight universities chosen to

receive grants totaling $2.5 million to strengthen
the social science component of engineering
education.

Rice's $250,000 grant is in the second year of
a three-year term and is administered by a steer-
ing committee chaired by Ray Bowen, with two
working subcommittees headed by Lea Rudee
and Stuart Lynn, who is professor of materials
science and head of the Computer Services on
campus.
Rudee's "Technology in Society" is now one of

three courses offered under the Sloan Grant. The
interdisciplinary venture this fall involves pro-
fessors from four departments: psychology, eco-
nomics, history and materials science.
The second course, offered last year for the

first time, is "Dynamic Simulation of Social Sys-
tems" and is listed under engineering and soci-
ology. It is designed to explore important, but
unresolved, problems concerning the future of
civilization and the impact of technological de-
velopments on the future.
Howard Resnikoff, professor of mathematics

says, "We are most concerned with the problems
of growth and decay: growth of population, per
capita energy consumption and pollution; and
decay, or exhaustion, of natural resources, arable
land and congenial living space."
Resnikoff would like to see each Rice student

take advantage of the macro-simulation of global
forces. "Everyone should have a chance to run
the world," he said.

"If the Sloan Foundation's goal is met," said
Gordon, "then crossing disciplinary lines will be
more common here."

New courses work on several levels
Evidence of this has already shown up in

the course listing for 1973-74. Beginning this fall,
the departments of civil engineering and archi-
tecture are offering a joint graduate program in
transportation. Although designed to produce a
masters degree in either major, it will also be
open to advanced undergraduates.

Krahl is involved in the teaching of an
innovative course in structural design. In the
past. two separate structures courses have been
taught to students in the two departments. This

year "Design of Structural Systems" will be of-
fered to civil undergraduates while, under a
slightly different label, the same course will be
offered to both graduate and undergraduate
students in architecture.

In a similar manner, Kenneth W. Kennedy,
assistant professor of math science, and Edward
Feustal, assistant professor of computer science,
are teaching a course under electrical engineer-
ing and math science. "Digital Computers in the
Humanities and Social Sciences" will be open to
any student who wants to study computer appli-
cation in academic research. It is one of four
courses that deal with computer science in an
introductory manner.
Man and his surroundings is the topic of an-

other course, "Thermal Environmental Engineer-
ing," to be offered next spring by Alan Chapman,
professor of mechanical and aerospace engi-
neering. It is listed under mechanical engineering
but is relevant to a number of disciplines.

Departments cooperate to help students
Cooperation among departments on degrees

and degree plans is also on the upswing.
A substantial percentage of engineering degree

recipients are double and triple majors.
The most prevalent combination outside the engi-
neering disciplines is engineering with economics.
A majority of materials science students are

double majors, principally with mechanical engi-
neering or economics. About 10% of the civil
engineers carry two major fields, most of these
in urban planning or architecture.

In chemical engineering about one-third of the
undergraduates are double majors. Most fre-
quently they join with economics or environ-
mental science and engineering. About 20% of
the mechanical engineers combine study, most
of them in economics.
"A unique aspect of engineering at Rice," said

Bowen, "is the large number of joint appoint-
ments. There are eight or ten engineering pro-
fessors who have responsibilities to two or more
departments."
"We have a series of courses jointly with physics

and electrical engineering," said Brotzen. "They
are listed under the same number in each depart-
ment. It is the same class but we switch around
teachers."
"We are a small university and cooperation

among the various disciplines is easier," said
Brotzen. Four out of the 20 mechanical engineer-
ing majors are working under a specially de-
signed course load that does not show as a
double major. Double majors require a commit-
ment to both departments that is sometimes larger
than the student wants to make.
"We can contact faculty in other departments

and request special attention for a student with
an idea for an "area" major. I have done this often
with the math science department and with a
chemistry professor in crystalography," said
Brotzen.
Another informal program is industrial engi-

neering. It is not specifically offered in any de-
partment, but if a student wants to prepare for
graduate school in 1E, a course structure will be
devised between mechanical engineering and
math science.

Selection of majors
One of the perennial problems of education in

technical disciplines is the limited flexibility in
changing majors. Although movement from one
department to another within engineering is
fairly easy before the third year, changing from
humanities or some of the sciences to engineer-
ing after the first year may cause program diffi-
culties.
Rice does not require a major determination

until the end of the sophomore year, but the wise
freshman will make room for several possibilities
unless his mind is set.
The engineering departments require full use

of the 20-course-maximum requirements (24 for
the four-year degree) to qualify a student for a
major and they therefore assume that the student
who has selected engineering will use a segment
of his elective courses to take the prerequisites
for his major courses. A student shifting in the
second year of a four-year course to an unrelated
major may have chosen courses which cannot
be counted in his new degree plan.
Under the new curriculum much more of the

weight of planning education is now on the stu-
dent and he is expected to work closely with
faculty advisors to create a course of study tail-
ored to personal goals.
The problem lies in the fact that early counsel-

ling is done entirely through the colleges and a
student, especially if he is shy, may have no input
from faculty members in his prospective depart-
ment.
"What is needed now is coordination," said

Bowen, "and this is where the counseling system
comes in. Advising has become an ever more
important part of the student's education since
1970, with extensive choices to be made, often
before the student has a purpose in mind. Where
there is poor quality advising," he said, "some
students are not aware of the narrowing options."

Continued next issue...

Jackson named to Hartsook chair

Dr. Roy Jackson, professor of chemical
engineering, has been selected to hold the
A.J. Hartsook Chair of Chemical Engineer-
ing, the first Rice professorsh ip to be
endowed by contributions from a number
of friends and former students.
The endowment honors Hartsook for his

contributions to engineering education
during his almost 50 years at Rice. "Hartsook
grew up with the profession," said Riki
Kobayashi, Louis Calder Professor of
Chemical Engineering and chairman of the
Hartsook Chair Committee. "When he came
here to teach in 1921 there was no textbook
and he taught from the notes of his MIT
professor, William H. Walker."
The fund has now accumulated $312,000,

well over the minimum $288,500 needed to
establish the chair. However, a total of
$500,000 is needed for the fund to fully
support a faculty member from annual in-
come. Therefore, the University will, for a
maximum of five years, re-invest the income
from the fund until the $500,000 is reached.
In the meantime the Hartsook Professor's
salary will be derived from University faculty
funds.
Jackson received his BA and MA from

Cambridge University in England (1955
and 1958) and his DSc from the University
of Edinburgh in Scotland (1968). He came
to Rice in 1968.
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The following statements are the first in what will

hopefully be a series of reports from the members

of the Board of Governors who are elected by

alumni. What is it like to be a member of the Uni-
versity power structure? What is the function of

persuasion on key issues? What is the relationship

between the Alumni Governors and the Board of

Trustees? Governors Wilson, Meyers and Illig give

their impressions of life as board members from

their vantage points in term of office: one, two

and three years, respectively

Carl Illig '30
Term expires June 1974

I was extremely pleased to be elected by my

fellow alumni to a term position on the Rice

Board. Though the Board meets only from six

to ten times a year, committees of the Board

meet often — so that during my period of service

I have met on Rice affairs almost once a week.

As with other organizations, most matters

come to the Board only after they have been
reviewed by a committee. Two Board committees

on which I serve are quite important: that on

Academic Affairs (which deals with most subjects

other than Finance) and that on Endowments and

New Resources. In addition I served on the
President's Committee which examined and

made recommendations on the subject of co-ed

colleges, was a member of the University Fund
Council and participated in a number of other

fund raising activities.
A majority of the Trustees and of the term

Board members are alumni. I feel it is quite im-

portant that we have non-alumni members in

both groups — so as to bring together that
diversity of experience which is so necessary
in good decision making. We do need an alumna

as a term member and the suggestion has been
made that if we cannot elect one, a woman be
appointed to such a position.

Major Board accomplishments in the last
three years (my period of service) have been:

• Bringing the budget into balance with reve-
nues including the adoption of new accounting

rules to apply to petroleum revenue
• Reducing the University's reliance on "soft"

money (such as Federal grant money for a
limited term)

• Creating the University Fund Council
• Initiating a program of Deferred Giving
• Adapting two colleges for coed housing
• Expanding the student loan fund
• Replacing a football coach
• Analyzing admissions techniques to assure

that we get the best applicants
• Securing a director for the School of Music
• Developing an impressive program in the

fine arts

As one listens to financial and academic
problems of Rice in a continuum of meetings,

the wisdom of Board members who came before

is impressed ever so vividly on one's mind. De-

cisions regarding building the endowment and

maintaining high standards have resulted in the

excellent situation of present-day Rice.

Another fact that impresses a new Board

member is the steady increase in stature of Edgar

Odell Lovett with each passing year. He carried

on courageously in a time of limited resources

and expressed so eloquently the dream and

idealism of what the University might become.

If I have any area in which to offer a suggestion

for the future it is that we seek to recapture the

aura and vision which once existed, and seek

again to attain prestige — or high excellence —
in several chosen fields. Geology and Bio-

chemistry are, of course, two that suggest

themselves because of Rice's location in the

world's petroleum capital and because of its

adjacency to the Baylor College of Medicine.
To achieve these and related goals of course

requires money — but that commodity does not

seem to be lacking in the area served by Rice.

Judge James R. Meyers '49
Term expires June 1975
To describe my experience as an Alumni

Governor of Rice University is not an easy task.
The enormous effort that goes to make the end
product that is Rice University was, when I first
became an Alumni Governor and, indeed, is still

today, somewhat overwhelming. Substantial
holdings in land, some of which were given to the
University by its founder and is still owned jointly

with the Rice heirs, must be managed; that is, it
must be leased for agricultural purposes, the
timber must be harvested, mineral leases must be
executed when appropriate and it needs to be
sold when a fair price is offered. A multi-million
dollar security portfolio needs to be managed
with the assistance of an investment counsellor.
Oil and gas investments are constantly being
tendered the University and such investments are
constantly being made. Numerous other financial
matters need and get the attention of the Board
of Governors.

In addition to matters of financial concern, the
Board reviews and approves faculty appoint-
ments. The Board is furnished reports of the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee recommending appoint-
ments, leaves of absence and resignations show-
ing with respect to appointments, the qualifica-
tion of the prospective faculty member.

While there are numerous other matters of
concern, probably the management of the Uni-
versity's finances and the concern over faculty
matters consume the most time. This is not to
suggest that there is no concern over student

problems and student suggestions. I receive and
read the Thresher, as well as student senate min-
utes. Indeed, it is a rare day that I do not receive
at least one item of mail from the University.
More often, I receive three or four items in a day.
As would be expected most of the work done

by the Board is done by committees which report
and make recommendations to the full Board of
Governors. Usually a committee recommenda-
tion is adopted but frank and open discussion of
any recommendation occurs when a Board mem-
ber questions his wisdom.
Much of the work of the Board is also done by

individual trustees. If, for example, a mineral lease
is tendered the University or if the outright pur-
chase of mineral rights is offered, a trustee may
accept the proposal subject to ratification by the
Board and this frequently is done.

I give this overview of the work of the Board of
Governors to emphasize my conclusion that Rice
University is more like a business than I thought
before going on the Board. I had thought that the
Board would spend more time on policy matters
concerning students and faculty. Time is spent
on those matters but far more time is spent on the
financial affairs of the University. Perhaps that is
because Rice has operated at a deficit for the
last several years and the Board has had to meet
the financial crisis and resolve it. Major steps
toward putting Rice on a sound financial basis
have been taken and a balanced budget is ex-
pected for the next several years. When that
happens, it is my hope that tuition can be re-
duced. My experience then can be summed up
rather easily: The Board keeps in touch with the
overall operations of the University, the students,
the faculty, the buildings and grounds, the ath-
letics, but most of all the Board concerns itself
with the money aspects of the University.

Talbott Wilson '34
Term expires June 1976

Having just finished my freshman year as an
alumni governor it is meet and fitting to report
to the electorate. Somehow I lack a sophomore's

compulsion to share my experience, but it is
being done.
Quite aside from the dignification involved,

the privilege of serving Rice on the Board of
Governors (and I take this occasion to thank
you for it) was tremendously stimulating to me
because of an abiding respect for the people
thereon, what they stand for, and what they have
accomplished for Rice. I have not been disap-
pointed.

Excellent advice given me early on by a retiring
term governor was to make a virtue of silence for

at least the first year's meetings. This has been
adhered to for the most part except on rare oc-
casions where certain insight available to me
seemed pertinent.
The conduct of meetings has made alumni

governors feel entirely at home. We may have
caused concern, at onetime, that we aspired to
be a pressure group but hopefully have dispelled
that misapprehension.
The large body of work done by the Board is,

as is necessary in most effective organizations,
accomplished in committee. Most members be-
long to two, I believe (I am very happy to be on
Building and Grounds and Academic Affairs.)
Necessarily, much of atypical Board meeting
consists of reports of the findings and actions
by committee, plus recommendations for Board
action. These reports are received with the
respect of those who know a thoughtful work
product by having been involved in a similar
process. Reports are not considered infallible
however, nor passed without discussion to the
point of clarity.
Something that has impressed me is the

promptness with which every meeting of Board,
or Committee, is begun. These very busy people
are always there on time for Rice. The under-
signed is subject to some improvement.
Governors, being mostly successful corporate

business men, have been accused of regarding
the University as another body best to be run
like a corporation. lam happy to report that,
although the analogy is sometimes referred to,
recognition of the difference is immediately
taken, perhaps a bit ruefully.
The great thing is the vision, the constant

reminding, particularly by our Chairman, of the
longevity of the University and how we must plan
and measure its program in terms of centuries
rather than the effective span of an individual,
as we are wont. This is rare and rather wonderful
and also pragmatic.
Now are times when it is no small accomplish-

ment fora private university to merely survive
at all in good health. The odds are against it. The
problems are well known and immutable. Rice
has passed, we believe, through a financial
crisis and is emerging into stability (not to be
confused with opulence). This has required
austerity in areas which have pained the Board
of Governors and the Administration, as well as
the Campus. It has required value judgments
calculated to achieve fiscal strength so that we
can continue to stand tall academically.

With everyone's help, we shall not only survive
but carry out our founder's highest aspirations.
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Class Notes Sarah Roach Brewster BA '16
died in Denver, Colo., on April 17th.

William M. Standish BS '16
of Houston, passed away on May 16th

Rolland Barr Bradley '20
of Houston, passed away in April.

William Warren Bell '22
passed away on December 27, 1972 in Lake
Charles, La.

Harrison Carroll '22
of Los Angeles, passed away on August 2,
1972 at the age of 71

Edgar A. Davis '22
passed away on May 10th in Irving, Tex

16-19
Norman H. Ricker BA '16, MA '17, PhD '20
and Sallie Lee St. Louis Ricker BA '24
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
on June 18th in Norman, Okla.

20-24
Reid V. Robinson '20
of Oklahoma City, Okla., and his wife cele-
brated their 50th wedding anniversary in
April.

Joseph L. Gillman, Jr. BS '23
has been named an honorary member of the
Air Pollution Control Association in recog-
nition of his contribution to air pollution
control. Gillman is a registered professional
engineer in the District of Columbia, Virginia
and Ohio and has enjoyed a professional
career for over 50 years.

25-29
Zeima Womack BA '28
is retiring from the Houston Independent
School District after 24 years as principal of
Horn Elementary School. Her plans for the
future include travel, chauffeuring for Light-
house for the Blind and spending time with
her family.

40-44
James B. Owens BS '41
has been elected president of I-T-E Imperial
Corporation's Power Equipment Group and
vice-president of the corporation. He lives
with his wife, Bette, and their two children
in Rosemont, Pa.

50-54
Dr. William B. Barnes BA '50
following his USAF tour in England, was
chief of psychiatry at Andrews AFB and
retired from the Air Force at Lackland in
1971. Since then he has lived in Vancouver,
B.C.; Washington; Oregon; California and
Hawaii. He plans to go to Quintana Roo,
on the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico, this
fall, via Arizona and New Mexico, to do some
amateur archeological digging. "Shades of
Quetzalcoatl," he says.

Tobin C. Rote, Sr. BS '50
has a new grandson, Ashley Hull, born June
25th.

L. Stanley Eubanks BA '52, BS 53, PhD '57
of Texas City, has been promoted from
senior process specialist of Monsanto
Polymers & Petrochemicals Co. to engineer-
ing fellow. "Dr. Eubanks, in 16 years with
Monsanto, has repeatedly evaluated research
data, identified areas critical to future profit-
ability and guided experimental programs
to resolve issues. Monsanto processes.. .have
been significantly improved by his contri-
butions."

Bruce Vemor BA '52
became chief petroleum engineer for Atlantic
Richfield Indonesia, Inc. in March. He and
his family have spent the last two years in
Venezuela.

55-59
Lt. Col. Jim Heflin BS '54
received his MBA from Pepperdine Univer-
sity in Los Angeles last April and is now
deputy director of the supply department
for the Marine Corps Air Station in El Toro,
Calif. He lives in Mission Viejo with his wife
and three children, Jim (17), Scott (15) and
Melissa (19).

Dick Meagle BA '55
vice-president and executive manager of
the Tidelands Motor Inn, has announced
that he will seek a position on the Houston
City Council in the November, 1973 elections.

Charles A. Berg, Jr. '56
professor and chairman of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering at the University
of Pittsburgh, will spend the next year as a
visiting scientist at the Institute for Basic
Standards, National Bureau of Standards
in Gaithersburg, Md.

John M. McGinty BA '56, BS '57
of Houston, has been elected a national
vice-president of American Institute of Archi-
tects for 1974. He is a partner in The McGinty
Partnership.

Howard S. Wright BA '56
formerly technical services superintendent
for Columbia Gulf Transmission Company,
Houston, has been named director of environ-
mental affairs for Columbia Gas System
Service Corporation in Wilmington, Del. He
will direct operations through the company's
seven eastern state operating territory deal-
ing with environment, conservation and
ecology.

Richard Piller MA '57, PhD '59
of Denver, Colo., has been promoted to senior
professional geologist in the Minerals De-
partment of Exxon's Western Minerals District.
He and his wife, Tamara, have one daughter,
Tanya.

Robert J. Toft MA '57, PhD '60
is the dean of College IV, newest of Grand
Valley State Colleges' cluster in Michigan.
The dean's job follows teaching assignments
at Rice and the University of Iowa, editorship
of the Quarterly Journal of Biology, and
three years with the National Science Foun-
dation.

"Envisioned as a profession-oriented insti-
tution based on 'mastery learning' through
self-paced instruction in a modular format,"
College IV is designed "for those who want
a high-quality education and who desire
flexibility in choosing their course of study."
Its idea is that a student be allowed to study
a subject until it is mastered, at which point
a professor tests the student's knowledge.
If the subject is mastered, the student goes
on to the next step in his education. The
student sets his own tempo.

Students may, or may not, spend a lot of
time on campus; either way, the work can

be completed. "Modules," or learning units,
may be written courses, electronic tapes,
films, cassettes--or any given module may
be a combination of two or more of these.
While resembling old-style correspondence
courses, the system at College IV differs in
that it makes use of recent, tested learning
techniques; it offers great flexibility in courses
of study; and the student has access to a
tutor at almost any time he desires consul-
tation. Seminars involving three or four
students, and both formal and informal dis-
cussions are a vital part of the College IV
format.

College IV will spell the end to discrimination
against older-than-normal students, while
providing new approaches for the younger
person. Its goal is the production of students
--with or without degrees--who have proved
their competency by doing.

60-64
Dr. Sandra Boatman BA '61
has been promoted to associate professor
of chemistry at Hollins CollegeNa.

Frank C. Price BA '61
has been appointed to the judgeship of the
newly-created criminal district court 209 in
Houston by Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe.
Before entering private law practice in 1969,
Price was assistant district attorney in Harris
County for five years. He and his wife, Melinda,
have two boys.

Dr. Dale Martin Hornish BA '62
has been awarded a $3,600 fellowship for
cancer research by the Texas Division of the
American Cancer Society. He is one of 14
doctors receiving fellowships in Texas for
the training of physicians in the field of
cancer. His experiments will test the idea
that the growth of cancer cells is related to
the content of genetic information (DNA)
and that growth may be stopped by large
synthetic molecules which act as repressors.
Dr. Hornish isa resident in pathology at the
University of Texas Medical Branch Pathology
Department in Galveston where the research
will be conducted.

Eric Olson BA '63
is a librarian at Western Carolina University
and has appeared on one record of Appala-
chian string band music as part of The
Fuzzy Mountain String Band, on Rounder
Records. Another record is slated for late
spring release.

John E. Finding BA '63
has some corrections to his class note in
the February/March issue of Sallyport: (1)
he received his PhD in August, 1971; (2) he
was married to the former Carol Nobis on
May 31, 1968; and (3) their son, James
Justin, was born on September 23, 1972.

Anita Katherine Jones BA '64
has finished her PhD work at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, Penn., and will join
the computer science department faculty
there after spending the summer in Houston.

65-69
Dr. William Paul McWhorter BA '65
has just completed two years as a physician
at P.H.S. Indian Hospital in Winslow, Ariz.
and plans to spend the next two years at
Ekombe Lutheran Mission Hospital in
Zululand, South Africa. He will be accompa-
nied by his wife, Maxine, and their two
daughters Laura and Valerie, ages 4 and 1.

Dr. Perry Weaver Schawe BA '65
received her PhD from Yale in 1971 and is
presently employed by a firm representing
French music publishers in Munich, Germany.
In 1972, she married Otto Schawe, head of
development and production for a plating
firm in Munich.

R. Sterling Eanes BA '66, BS '67
and Laura Henry Eanes BA '67
are living in Nashua, N.H. Their first child,
Janet Ruth, was born January 22nd. Sterling
has graduated from MIT with a PhD in electri-
cal engineering and is now a senior software
engineer for Softech, Inc., in Waltham, Mass.

A. Lee Hall BA '66
has joined Cooper Industries as a financial
analyst in its Houston corporate office. He
was previously employed by Freeway Minerals
Co in New York City

James Laukus Land BA '66
received a PhD in physics from Yale in June
and is now a postdoctoral research associate
at the University of Colorado in Boulder.

Terry Feagin BA '67
is in residence at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md., under a ,
National Research Council Associateship.
In September he will join the University of
Tennessee Space Institute as an assistant
professor of aerospace engineering. He
received his MA in astronomy in 1969 and
his PhD in aerospace engineering in 1972,
both from the University of Texas.

Jerome C. Hatter BA '67
graduated from Yale University School of
Law in 1972. While there he served as a
director of Yale Moot Court and as associate
editor of the Yale Law Journal. Last summer
he completed his military obligation by
attending the U.S. Army Officer's Basic
Course, where he finished first in his class
(which, incidentally, included Ken Kennedy
BA '67, who was also an honor graduate).

He is now living in Jackson, Miss, and serving
a one year appointment as Law Clerk to
Judge Charles Clark of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit and
has recent publications in the Yale Law
Journal and the Journal of Mississippi History.

Peggy Stolte McCaskill '67
and her husband, David, had their first child,
Joel Scott, on April 8, in San Antonio.

Charles M. Buxton BA '68
a 1971 graduate of the University of Kentucky
College of Law, is now a clerk for Associate
Justice William Rehnquist of the United States
Supreme Court.

George Farrington BA '68
is new products coordinator for Sterling
Drugs in New York City.
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Edward Bodet '25
a Houston resident and retired architect,

died on June 3rd.

Virgil Monroe Griffin BA '25

an actuary for the county and city of San

Francisco, Calif., for 17 years, passed away

on May 25th.

Roy Claude Berry '27
died February 7th

Katherine M. King BA '27
passed away on March 27th in Houston.

Audrey Rose Black Priday '27

of Corpus Christi, died June 6th.

Norman Taylor Colgln '28

died October 19th of a heart attack at his

home in New Iberia, La.

Dr. Joseph W. Hillsman BA '28

passed away in October, 1972 in Carlsbad,

N.M.

Walton M. Cates '29
of Midland, Tex., was killed in an oilfield

accident on February 21st.

Mary Towell Carothers MA '30

91, a resident of Houston for 62 years, passed

away on May 10th. She is survived by one

son, five grandchildren and 13 great-grand-

children.

F. Birch Wallis BS '30
of Houston, passed away on May 31st. Upon

graduation he was employed by the South-

western Bell Telephone Company and con-

tinued with them except for military service

in World War II. In 1969 he retired from the

Army Reserve as a lieutenant colonel.

Harvey Norvell BA '31
a Houston resident for 30 years, died on

February 1st in Bay City, Tex.

Morgan G. Beck '41
of Ontario, Ore., passed away on September

24,1972.

Billie Adalyn Bear Gunter BA '45

of Mart, Tex., died on June 22, 1972.

James Richard Calder '60
associate professor of mathematics at Auburn

University, died on January 31st.

Alfred Augustin Moreau III '64

of Houston, passed away on January 9, 1972.

Anne Wheeler
who worked in the office of the president at

Rice until 1958, passed away May 31st. She

came to Rice in 1916 from the Harvard

appointment office and never left. During

that time, she attended every graduation
exercise. In 1958, she was honored by the

Association of Rice Alumni for her service to

the University. Miss Wheeler was also a

charter member of the Faculty Women's

Club and a sponsor of the Elizabeth Baldwin

Literary Society.

Philip A. Garon BA '68
has joined the editorial staff of International

Library, Inc., a publishing company special-

izing in English translations of works on

contemporary history and political affairs.

He was the principal editor for Through
Russian Eyes: President Kennedy's 1036

Days, by Soviet historian A.A. Gromyko,

which will be published in September. The
translator was Arnold Victor, a 1961 Rice

graduate.

Dr. Marlowe Donaldson Niemeyer BA '68
has joined the staff of the University of

Texas Southwestern Medical School in Dallas

and plans to specialize in child psychiatry.

She has married Robert Dean Niemeyer, a
resident in pathology at Parkland Hospital

and they have one child, Karl Frederick,
born in January, 1972.

Stephanie Ferrante Wiley BA '68
has a new son. Robert Joseph, born May
10th in West Lafayette, Ind.

Michael J. Casey BCom '69
received his MD from the University of

Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, and

plans orthopedic surgery residency at the

University of California at San Francisco.

Rev. W. Clark Chamberlain, III BA '69
received his Master of Theology degree

from Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

last May, with a thesis entitled "The Image

of Man in St. Augustine." He continues as

a doctoral student there.

Morven S. Edwards BA '69
was awarded her MD from Baylor College

of Medicine in Houston and will serve a
pediatric internship in Baylor Affiliated

Hospitals Internship and Residency Program.

George M. Grunert BA '69
received his MD from Baylor College of

Medicine in Houston and will do his residency

in obstretrics and gynecology at Oak Knoll

Naval Hospital in Oakland, Calif.

Marvin J. Henderson BA, ME '69

has been commissioned a second lieutenant

in the Air Force upon graduation from the

School of Military Sciences for Officers at

Lackland AFB, Tex. He and his wife, Gail,

will move to Mather AFB, Calif. where he

has been assigned for navigator training.

Barbara Elizabeth Murray Lefner BA '69

received the Southwestern Medical Founda-

tions' Ho Din Award. She has graduated from

te University of Texas Southwestern Medical

School and will do her internship at Massa-

chusetts General Hospital.

John W. Zerdecki BA '69
received his MD from the Washington Univer-

sity School of Medicine last spring, and will

enter the practice of medicine as an intern

at the Jewish Hospital of St. Louis, Mo.

70-74
James Rand Cliffe BA '70
graduated from St. Mary's University Law
School in San Antonio, Tex last spring and
was named Graduate of the Year 1973 by
Phi Delta Phi, honorary legal fraternity.

Christopher Alan Colvert BA'70

and Katherine Ruth Smith Colvert '72

are living in Austin where Christopher re-

ceived his JD from the University of Texas

Law School in May. He will join the law firm

of Liddell, Sapp, Zivley and Brown in July

and Katherine will begin University of Hous-

ton Law School in the fall.

Carol Uruhart-Fisher BA '70

received an MA in international relations

from the University of Pennsylvania and is

now working on an MBA at Wharton School

of Finance there. She is spending the summer

in Australia working for the advertising firm

of Young and Rubicam, Inc.

Mark Gregory '70
and Carol Hicks Gregory '70
have two children, Shay Christina, born in

1971, and Chad Toler, born last November.
Mark is a communications officer at Ft. Hood,

Tex.

Michael Stephen Hamilton BA '70

has completed his MA in art history and
architectural design at the University of

California at Los Angeles.

Charles M. Lavazzi BA '70
is completing his MA in psychology at Indiana

State University while working as an engi-
neering psychologist for McDonnel Douglas

Corp., St. Louis, Mo. He recently presented
a paper at the joint convention of Indiana

and Kentucky Psychological Association.

Eileen Arnold Moody '70
received a masters in library science from

the University of Texas in 1971 and worked

for a year at the Austin Public Library as

head of a branch library. She married John

Stephen Moody, Jr. last December and they

are living in Houston where John is an at-

torney with Andrews, Kurth, Campbell &

Jones. They have one son, John Stephen, Jr.

Ann Julia Olsen BA '70
a graduate student in economics at Vander-

bilt University in Nashville, Tenn., received

the Faculty Award from the University's

Graduate School of Management during

commencement exercises this spring. She
plans to work for the State of Tennessee.

Lynn Virginia Courtney Tupper BA '70
has received her Master of Public Health

degree from the University of Texas School

of Public Health in Houston. She married

Robert J. Tupper in 1971 and has one child,

David Bryan, born in December, 1972.

Michael J. Wood BA '70
and Sharolyn Petty Wood BA '70

both received their JD's from the University

of Texas School of Law in December, 1972,

and are living in Houston. She is associated

with the firm of Ross, Banks, Cron & Gavin
and he is with the firm of Crain, Winters,

Hauser & Deaton.

Irma Birnbaum BA'71
is living in New York City where she is on the

audit staff of Price/Waterhouse. She re-

ceived her MBA from Columbia University

in May.

Elaine Jensen Brown '71
is a writer for the Waterloo, Iowa, Daily

Courier where her husband, David, is state

editor. They have a daughter, Christine.

Barbara Reid Brown BA'71

is in her third year of medical school at Duke

University in Durham, N.C. She will be par-

ticipating in the Pediatrics Externship Pro-

gram at Southwestern Medical School in

Dallas this summer.

Lana Amens Farrington BA '71
has received a scholarship to attend the New

York University Law School this fall.

Charles J. Hart BA'71
received his MBS from the Wharton School

at the University of Pennsylvania this spring

and will join the administrative services staff

of Arthur Andersen in Houston this June.

J. Peter Jordan BA'71
..joyfully" announced his marriage to Carolyn

'Louise Stapleton on May 18th in Corpus
Christi, Tex. She will continue to use her

maiden name legally, professionally and

socially.

Peter C. Moller PhD '71
is leaving the bio-medical division at Brown

University in Providence, R.I., to become a

research scientist at the Papanicolaou

Cancer Research Institute in Miami, Fla.

Charles R. Rawls BA '71
has been awarded his silver wings at Williams

AFB, Ariz after completing Air Force pilot

training there. Prior to entering the Air Force,

he served in the U.S. Army. He will be

assigned to Blytheville AFB, Ark, where he

will fly the B-52 aircraft with a unit of the

Strategic Air Command.

Thomas L. Harman PhD '72
a consultant with Engineering and Science

Consultants and a professor of electrical

engineering at the University of Houston,

spent 15 days in June aboard the luxury

liner "Canberra" off the western coast of

Africa to observe the solar eclipse. Short

seminars were conducted during the cruise.

They dealt with pertinent aspects of science,

culture and photography related to the

eclipse.

Lewis W. Hudgins MA '72
a second lieutenant in the Air Force, has

received his silver wings at Laredo AFB,

Tex.

George Bo-linn BA '73

and Robert A. Furse BA '73
entered the Baylor College of Medicine in

Houston this July.

Jer Mardis BA '73
has graduated, "finally." She is employed

at Zimmerman Advertising in Houston and

edits Class Notes in her spare time.

Howard G. Welgus BA '73
a first-year student at the Washington

University School of Medicine in St. Louis,

Mo., conducted research this summer

under a fellowship grant from that school.

His topic is "The Categorizing of Human

Skin Collagenase."

John C. Bell '74
a student of architecture at the University

of Kansas, has been awarded the Donald

P. Ewart Memorial Scholarship for outstanding

scholastic achievement; it includes two sum-

mers of travel in Europe and one year at a

European Architectural College. He will

attend the Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh,

Scotland,

Correction
Walter L. Judd '31 and Hallie Talley Judd '34

were mistakenly listed as deceased in the last
issue of Sallyport. The notice was received

from the company in Norfolk, Va. which has

been listed as the Judd's address. The couple

is alive and well in Richmond.

Please include the following recent information under Class Notes for my class

year,  

New job

Recent degrees

Marriage

New arrivals

▪ Honors

. Other

Name

Address
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McCants'
Notebook

Remembrances
of an early Rice

Seventh in a series

McCants quotes the following description of
the first buildings on campus by the architect,
William Ward Watkin, from The Southern
Architectural Review of November, 1910.

All of the courts have been so arranged that
the prevailing winds blow unobstructed into
them. Because of this and also because of the
opportunity for color in a southern climate the
more general styles of collegiate architecture,
based upon those of Oxford and Cambridge,
have been departed from, as the small and
charming quads of these universities would be
ill-suited to the openness desired in a southern
climate. For this reason the style of architecture
in which the development of the Rice Institute
has been begun, has been that of the north of
Italy, and one well adapted to large open courts
and with ample play of color.

"In the study of the architecture of cities of
the north of Italy the exceedingly successful use
of brick work has long been the delight of archi-
tects who have had the opportunity to give them-
selves the pleasure of careful study and travel
among these cities, and it was because of the
essential brick character of this style that it was
considered particularly well adapted to use in
the city of Houston, as bricks of splendid color
and quality can be secured locally.
"In the working out of this style study has

been confined entirely to the earlier periods in
which the round arch predominated, and it has
been frequently influenced by a similar period
in the architecture of Dalmatia and Spain, but in
all cases has been the study of that architecture
which existed in these countries prior to Gothic
influences.
"In the use of color the effort has been to

secure a dominant interesting note, which in
southern sunlight should be neither glaring
because of its lightness nor offensive because
of the intensity of its color. To secure this effect
pink Ozark marble has been used in the build-
ings together with a light pink brick made locally

4100
and laid with one-inch joints of gray mortar.
"However, in the Administration Building the

color has been accented by using shafts and
columns and inlaid slabs of foreign marble, in-
cluding Swiss Cipoline, Languedos, Vert Tyrios,
Verona Red. The size of these columns and
shafts are such, however, that they are never of
sufficient mass for their color to have any other
than a pleasing contrast with the dominating
color of the building. In the building pink Enfield
brick have been used for the face brick, as it was
desired to give to the building the richness of
color and finish which would be commensurate
with its importance. These brick are of a decided
pink color and are made of a mixture of imported
clay with a Pennsylvania clay. With the brick
special tile of the same clay are made at the same
time, and are used abundantly in the facework.
There is also a frieze of glazed tile of blue color
beneath the projecting marble cornice, and
glazed tile upon the facades of the tower.
"The buildings already under way are the

Administration Building, the Mechanical Labor-
atory and the Power House. The Administration
Building, of which the foundation, walls and
footings have been placed, will be a three-story
fire-proof building, three hundred feet by fifty
feet, and will center upon the main axis of the
university a little more than a quarter of a mile
from the entrance.
"The tower of this building with its vaulted

sally-port will center upon this axis, and will be
conspicuous from the entrance and from the
campus. Upon the west or court side of this
building will be a cloister, which will connect
with future academic buildings upon each side.
"In this building will be the necessary offices

of administration. The offices of the college and
of the bursar and registrar will be upon the first
floor, and will be easily accessible to the students
from vestibules opening upon the cloister and
upon the sally-port. There will be upon the first
floor, in addition to these offices, four large
lecture halls, and a similar number of professors'

The Administration Building (now Lovett
Hall) nears completion in this construction
photo from 1912, above. Picture above left
shows cloister columns and arch forms typical
of early buildings, including Lovett Hall,
physics, chemistry, mechanical laboratory
and the residential halls for men. Mules, left,
provide muscle for the digging of the physics
building tunnel, 1914.

rooms and seminar rooms.
"Stairways have been introduced in each wing

of the building, as well as upon each side of the
tower, and these give access to the lecture halls,
library, and other academic rooms upon the
second and third floors.
"Upon the level of the second floor in the south

wing is the assembly hall, which is two stories
high and is provided with small galleries, at the
level of the third floor. This hall will serve for the
assembling of the students, until it is considered
advisable to erect the larger auditorium provided
upon the general plan. The ultimate purpose of
this room shall be that of the Faculty Room.
"In the floors of the tower above the sally-port

are the offices of the Trustees and the President.
"The large portion of the building temporarily

adapted to academic purpose will ultimately be
used in the administration of the university, and
the lecture halls, seminar and professors' rooms
will be placed in academic buildings upon either
side of the Administration Building and attached
to it by cloisters, the whole forming the academic
group.
"The Mechanical Laboratory and Power House,

which is also in course of erection, consists of a
two hundred by forty foot two story Mechanical
Laboratory, behind which will be a machine shop
forty by seventy feet, and adjoining this the
Power House, one hundred by sixty-five feet.
"This building will be at the head of one of the

most important axes of the university, and the
tower includes the necessary boiler stack which
recalls the Italian campaniles in its style. This
campanile will be seen at the head of this and
several other minor axes for considerable distance.
"The Mechanical Laboratory will contain upon

the first floor the necessary offices for professors
in charge, and two large laboratories, one elec-
trical, the other hydraulic, together with a
thorough system of locker rooms. Upon the
second floor will be two large draughting rooms,
one for electrical the other for mechanical engi-
neering, and three lecture halls
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Rx: Bourbon for blinkin baby owls

On the Monday before finals last spring,

two baby owls (there are two adult owls and

two owlets on campus), feeling perhaps that

the intellectual competition within the men's

quadrangle was making things a little dull,

decided to liven it up with a contest of physi-

cal prowess.
It must have been a great battle, for, some

time later when Charlie Burrus, son of Master

Sid and Mary Lee Burrus of Lovett College,

walked by the owl cage he discovered one

prostrate owlet, somewhat the worse for his

Waterloo.
With great concern Charlie took the bird

to the master's house and presented the

emergency to his mother who called the zoo,

then a pet store and then a veternarian's

office for help. While they waited for the vet

to call back, members of the college and the

Burrus family attempted tests for heartbeat

and pulse, prepared a bed in a box, and par-

ticipated in general hand-wringing.

The doctor finally called.

"Is the bird lying on its side?" he asked.

"Yes."
"Is he blinking his eyes rapidly?"

"Yes, but how ...."
"Well, he's in shock," said the vet. "Mix up

some bourbon and water with kero syrup and

feed him a few drops from an eyedropper."

As the ancient potient was administered,

the little owl's eyes cleared and, in a few

minutes, he stood up and regained his

whistle. A miraculous recovery.

Since then it is not unusual for Mary Lee

Burrus to answer a knock on her door only

to find one member of the college or another,

lying on the stoop on his side, eyes blinking

rapidly, obviously in need of some bourbon.

"The Power House, which will serve to supply

light, heat, power, and water for the entire uni-

versity, will be complete in its equipment, and

this equipment is now in course of design along

the lines of the most thorough engineering

practice. The light, heat, and water to be sup-

plied by this plant will be carried to all parts of

the tract by water-proof tunnels of considerable

size, built for this purpose."
At the same time that the buildings, described

by the architect, were under construction a part

of the first unit of the Residential Halls for Men

was being built, South Hall and the Commons

wing, connected by an arcade. A little later (1915)

East Hall completed this unit and West Hall (1916),

the first building of the second unit, was finished.

Then the following description of the living

quarters appeared in a brochure:
"Four wings of the first buildings in the stu-

dents' residential groups for men are now com-

pleted. These quadrangles are placed southwest

of the Administration Building, the front approach

leading from the fourth campus entrance on the

Main Street boulevard. The residential wings are

long, three-story, fire-proof structures with

towers of five stories, broad cloisters on the front,

and basements extending the entire length. Each

wing opens upon a garden on one side, and on

the other upon its own court.
"In arrangement and equipment the buildings

are modern and in every way attractive and con-

venient. Accommodations for over three hundred

students are offered in single and double rooms

and suites. Lodgings have been provided for

several preceptors and two large halls have been

set aside for the temporary use of literary and

debating societies.
"The floors of the wings are so planned as to

insure for every room perfect ventilation and

absolutely wholesome conditions. There are

lavatories, shower baths, and sanitary connec-

tions adequate to the needs of each floor; the

power for both light and heat is received from

the central plant. In addition to the dining hall,

the commons wing contains club and reading

rooms, with quarters for graduate students in a

handsome clock tower."

According to the general architectural plan

the first academic court would include the Ad-

ministration Building with buildings on each side

of the court. The cloisters of these buildings

were to be connected with the main cloister of

the Administration Building by arcades.
In 1915 the Physics Laboratory was built and

this unit has been described as follows.

"The Physics Laboratories, planned by Profes-
sor Harold A. Wilson, F.R.S., stand upon the
north side of the Administration Building Court.
The main wing is a two-story building 275 feet in

length, with basement throughout, connected
with a large lecture amphitheatre, all of whose
four hundred seats command a 28-foot lecture

table.
"These laboratories contain among other

rooms three large lecture rooms fitted with special

lecture tables completely equipped for all kinds

of experimental demonstrations. There are also

two class-rooms for 120 students each. For

practical classes, four laboratories are provided

with a total floor space of 10,000 square feet. The

building also contains ten specially equipped

research rooms, three dark rooms for optical

work, battery, liquid air, and constant temperature

rooms, and a work shop.
"All laboratories, lecture rooms, and research

rooms are provided with individual service, for

the students, of gas, water, steam, compressed

air, vacuum, and direct and alternating currents

of electricity. The building is constructed of

brick and marble, corresponding in design to the

style as defined in the Administration Building,

but of a somewhat simpler character, and expres-

sing its purpose as a laboratory building."
At one time there was a plan to place the

chemistry laboratory on the south side of the

Administration Building court opposite the

physics laboratory. When consideration was

given to the facts that such a laboratory would

have many fumes and the prevailing winds com-

ing from the south would send the odors through

the buildings of the court, the plan was abandoned.

Another location for the chemistry laboratory

was selected and the building was placed off the

court, to the north, somewhat to itself where the

fumes from the exhaust tower would blow away.

The laboratory, which was completed in 1925,

has been described as follows in a booklet.
"The Laboratories for Chemistry, planned by

Professor Harry B. Weiser, occupy the north-

west section of the quadrangle for pure science

in a three-story building of maximum rectangular

dimensions of 307 and 181 feet, with ample attic

and basement accommodations, built around

several open courts, facing the south. Of brick

and stone, steel and concrete construction, the

building embodies the prevailing architectural

beauty and simplicity of technical plan exhibited

in the other science laboratories of Rice.
"There is throughout the building an abun-

dance of natural light, while an elaborate venti-

lating system successfully removes all fumes

through a central draft tower, so designed as to

constitute of itself one of the architectural features

of the building. Provision is made for adequately

equipped, separate laboratories both for research

and instruction in the half dozen major branches

of chemistry, and an even larger number of

smaller laboratories for work in the more highly

specialized subjects of the science, having si-

multaneously in view both the anticipated growth

of the institution and the normal development of

the department.
"These new laboratories will bear comparison

with those of extensive establishments erected

recently at other universities and scientific

centres."

To be continued...

Philosopher
lobe
honored
on retirement

In May of this year Dr. Radoslav A. Tsanoff

retired after almost sixty years of service to

the University. An effort is now being made

to honor Rice's first philosopher through

establishment of the Tsanoff Endowment

Fund which "will help to perpetuate and to

further the pursuit of philosophical and

humanistic studies at Rice."
With a goal of $250,000, the Fund will pro-

vide for a Tsanoff Fellowship in Philosophy,

Scholarship in Philosophy, Scholarship in

Humanities and a Lectureship in Humanities.

Dr. Tsanoff's contributions to Rice were

honored in the inscription on the Medal of

Honor awarded him during Rice's Semi-

Centennial Celebrations in 1962: given to

"Radoslav Andrea Tsanoff, Rice's first

philosopher, stimulating teacher, distin-

guished author of many volumes, patron of

the arts, (and) champion of the moral foun-

dations of the spiritual life of man."

Eight years later, Dr. Tsanoff became the

first Rice professor to receive the Gold

Medal Distinguished Service Award, given

by Rice alumni to "our teacher and friend, in

gratitude ... for showing how life should be

lived, in devoted pursuit of wisdom and

joyful service to others."
Tsanoff joined the faculty in 1914 and

continued in its service until a brief "retire-

ment" in 1956. He returned to Rice as Trustee

Distinguished Professor of Humanities in 1961

and in 1969 became Carolyn and Fred

McManis Professor of Philosophy.

He is among the founders of the Rice

chapter of Phi Beta Kappa and of the Houston

Philosophical Society, and a past president

of the American Philosophical Society,

Western Division.
Believing that "one must develop habits

of continuing productive work, Tsanoff has

ten books to his credit (several widely used

as college texts), including his most recent,

Civilization and Progress (University Press

of Kentucky, 1972). Always "an older student"

at Rice, he was awarded a Doctor of Humane

Leters degree (honorary) from the University

of Oklahoma in 1966 — 56 years after his

PhD from Cornell.
Rice Professor James Street Fulton

characterized the pursuits of his colleague

in Insight and Vision (1965), a collection of

essays by American philosophers honoring

Dr. Tsanoff.
"The vastness of his learning is focused

and refracted by an active mind onto the

pages of his work and built into the texture

of his daily life."
Those who wish to join in honoring his

service, can aid in establishing fellowships

and scholarships in his name by sending

contributions earmarked for the Tsanoff

Endowment Fund to the Office of the

Treasurer, Rice University. Pledges may be

spread over a five-year period or made out-

right in one payment.
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When in the world did you graduate?
Carlyle wrote that "history is the essence

of innumerable biographies," and the history
of William Marsh Rice University is no less
than the story of those persons whose biog-
raphies would reveal that their paths crossed
a small plot of ground in southwest Houston,
Texas, where they stopped to take part in the
ritual of higher education. The roots of Rice's
greatness are here, in these biographies.

In October, nine of Rice's 58 graduating
classes will be among those returning for
Homecoming reunions. Albeit that they once
walked many of the same walkways, by the
same statue, read many of the same texts for
the same professors, each class left Rice to
enter the American lifestream at a different
point. Since the time is as important as the
place a person is formally educated, these
classes are very different.
When the Class of 1923 left Rice Institute,

most began careers and families in a nation
whose wealth was fast approaching that of
all Europe. New life styles and mores were
sweeping the country. People were listening
to that "degenerate" music called jazz and
dancing new steps like the Charleston in
shadowy speakeasies. It was an era of un-
precedented prosperity and the growing
motion picture industry heralded in the new
times.
1923 was the year Time was first published,

Eliot's The Wasteland was bringing responses
from two continents and Lewis' Babbitt added
anew word to the American vocabulary.
The Class of 1928 ended their junior year

as Charles Lindbergh made his New York to
Paris flight and became the hero of the decade.
1928 was the year of the first all-talking pic-
ture and the year the Gaf Zeppelin made an
around-the-world flight with 20 passengers.
Few Americans had any reason to believe
that the era of prosperity, of idolizing sports
heros and movie stars, of flagpole sitting and
Mah-Jongg playing had only a year to run.
The Class of 1933 moved into a nation of

breadlines and unemployment — graduating
at the nadir of the depression. It was the end
of their junior year when the words "Ann, Ann,
they've stolen our baby!" became international
news. Roosevelt's first days in office were their
last days at Rice.
The Class of 1938 left Rice as the American

people were — in action, if not in thought —
trying to remain neutral over the issue of
German expansion. It was the year of "Wrong
Way" Corrigan and of the Munich Agreement
where Hitler declared that his thirst for terri-
tory had been quenched.
By 1943 America and Britain were bombing

Germany ferociously and many alumni left
the campus to join the War efforts. It was the
year of the fission of uranium isotope, U-233
at the University of Chicago, and of the 3°/o
Victory Tax.
The Class of 1948 completed study the

same month that a new nation, proclaimed
Israel, was established in the Middle East. It
was the year of the assassination of Gandhi
and of the Berlin blockade and airlift. Many
of the graduates voted in their first national

election when the outcome was all put pre-
determined — Dewey was a shoe-in.
Many in the Class of 1953 listened to the

McCarthy hearings while Rep. Richard M.
Nixon was on his way to a national reputation.
A month after graduation these students saw
a precarious end come to the Korean War.
The Class of 1958 listened to "rock and

roll" at the height of the Cold War and read
the popular novels of Salinger and Nabokoy
Profound questions, posed by Caracas, TV
quiz show scandals, Little Rock and Sputnik I,
stirred Americans to reevaluate national roles
and goals.
Members of the Class of 1963 heard Presi-

dent John F. Kennedy speak in Rice Stadium
and later watched films of his assassination in
Dallas. It was in their freshmen year that
Khruschev visited the U.S. and they were
seniors when Kennedy ordered the Cuban
blockade.

In October, alumni who fought in World
War II will talk international politics with those
who fought in Korea and Viet Nam. Alumni
who were at Rice when the Owls won 9 games
and a Cotton Bowl will talk football with those
here when the Owls lost 9 and finished dead
last in the SWC. Alumni who remember Teapot
Dome of 1923 will be talking Watergate 1973
and many who remember crystal radios will
be watching a computer outline the future. A
reunion is a unique opportunity for everyone.
Hope to see you there!
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